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OUTLIOE

COURT-MANDATEIYCOUWSELING FOR MEN WHO BATTER:

A THREE-DAY WORKSHOP FOR MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

DAY I

TIME CONTENT

30:-minutes
a Registration/Distribution of

Materials

.40 minutes. Introductions and Welcome

20 Minutes Definitions of Battering

15 minutes Causes pf Battering

15 minutes Break

90 minutes CausA of Battering (continued)
Characteristics of Men Who Batter

90 minutes

5 minutes

55 minutes

10 minutes

50 minutes

-10 minutes

20 minutes

30 minutes

* *

Break and Meal

Questions/Comments from Morning
Session

Issues Related to Victims of
Battering

Break

Iseues Related'to Victims of

Battering (continued)

Break,

Issues Related to Victims of
Batteting (continued)

Treatment Goal and Objectives in
PrograMs for Men Who Batter

Adjourn'for the Day

Discussed in Participanes Manual
Covered in the Annotated Reference/Resou'rce List (Appendi,

A-ot-Participant's Manuai)'
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TIME CONTENT

10 minutes Questiond/Comments from Previous Day

50 minutes Assessment: Routine Intake

10 minutes Break

40 mnutes Skills-Building Session on Routine
Intake

.

10 minutes Break-

50 thinutes AsSessment:' Phase I and Phase II

po minutes Break and Meal

60 minutes Therapists' Attitudes: Impact on'

'Counseling

10 minutes Break

50-minutes,

10 minutes

Characteristics of an Effective.
Counseling Program for Men Who
Batter

Break

50 minuted One Cognitive Restructuring Strategy
-- The Anger Log

Adjourn for the Day

Discussed in Participant's Manual

r
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DAY III

,

TIME CONTENT
0

60 minutes Group Counseling for-Men Who Batter

10 minutes Break

50 minutes Graup Counseling Demonstration
7

10 minutes -Break

, 50 minutes Group Cobnseling for,Men Who Batter

(continued)

90 minutes Break and Meal

60 minutes Worlcing mith the Criminal Justice
System

a

10 minutes Break

oe

.4

0.

50 minutes Working with the Criminal Justice
System (continued)

10 minutes Bre44

50 miriutes Agency Issues and Prevention of
Burnout

Adjourn

Relaxation and Social Hour

DiSCussed'in Participant's Manual

0

0

xi

74t.
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE'OF THE PARTICIPANT'S MANUAL

The purpose*of this manual is to, provide a written etool

-

for those participating in a three-day workshop designed to'

train mental4health professionals to counsel court-mandated

batteers. The woekshop.and the manual were developed for

participants from diverse settings and communities..

PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING COURT-MANDATED COUNSELING'FOR THOSE-WHO

BATTER

The workshop and curriculum materials are based on cer-
At;

tain principles:

° 1., Spouse/battering is a, crime and consequently it

fa'lls under the jurisdiction oft'he criminal justice
4

system. -

Battering is learned behavior which is under the

control of the person doing it. 'ronstructive

alternatives to violence can be learned.

3. Battering is not a "mental illness." However, the

mental health system is one arena in which those who

batter can learn constructive alternatives to

violence.--

4..
Court-mandated,treatment is necessary for many who

batter. Due to their personality characteristics of

denial, minimization, externalization, and impulsivity,

0 many batterers will either avoid or fail to complete

voluntary treatment programs.

1u
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5. The primary goal for this counseling is to stop the

,

battering. -

ASSUMPTIONS MADE IN DEVELOPING THIS %MANUAL

This manual ls based on certain acssumptions about

119a ering, about the,workshop'which accompanies_the manual,

about those participating in the workshop; and abtut the

; .

other resources utilized in such educat),onal experiences.

1

1. BatEering and Men Who Batter: The,manual is written

, .

using a dedcr,iptve definition of battering. Batter7

ing is essaultive behavior between adults in an in-
.

timate, sexual, theoretically peer, and usually co-
.

habitating relationship (see SgCTION I, page 8 for a

definition.of battering). The discussion of batter

ing refers to the offender as he and the victim as

she. The use of these 'pronouns reflects my experi-

,

ence that those whoibtatter are usualky male and

those who ate battered'are uSually feritale.

2. The Workshop: This manual is designed to accoMPank

4.

a three-day workshop to train mental heelth pro-

fessionals,to Counsel court7mandated'batterers. How-

ever, the material.is not limited to court-mandated

counseling. The information presented and examples

given were drawn from counseling both court-mandated

and self-referred'clients. The design of the work-:

shop includes both information-sharinpand skill-

building sessions. The workshop covers certain topics

ii
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and has some exercises not mentioned in the'manual

(pee:the Outlt,ne of a Three-Day Workshop for Mental

Health ProfessiOnals on page ix). Consequently, this

minual reviews only the main concepts in counseling

men Who 6atter. Gen'though the manual is written so

it 'can' be read.independently of the worksho , it will

at points.app"ear incomplete. Those reading the manual,

but not attending the workshop; should the

,missing material by addltional readings and discus-

sions (see Appbndtx A).

The WorkshOp's aesigned for thit=tyriparticipant

to be leadty two trainers who are skilled in leadin'e

educatiOnal/training workshops for mental health pro-
.

fessionals. At least one trainer must have some

- direc4 counseling experience in working with men who
\

4.

batt The "credentials" for being trainers are

ski that,come from experience, not necessarily

, from academic degrees.
%

3. Participants: The wo rkshop and manual'are specifically'

designed.for mental health professionals who are or

will be coordinating theirWfforts with'the criminal'

justicet system in their communities. The design of the
-

workshop and manual assumes that the participants are

exiperienced counselors whp 'lready have skills in

aggessilent, as well as in group and indivOual

counseling. ConsequentlY, those basic skills are not

reviewed in either the workshop or the manpal. The

12
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design also assumes that all participants already

view battering as aoproblem, but have varying amounts
-

of information and varying degrees of experience with

the victims and/or offenders.

4. Other Resources: The Annotated Reference/Resource

List is provided as an appendix, for se by both the

.
workshop trainers'and the participants. The Trainer's

Guide, which th a companion piece for thi's Manual, con-
.

tains a detailed, outline of the threezday workshop for

mental health professionals and comments regarding both

content and process. The trainers and local sponsors

of such a workshop are encouraged to select local re-

sources andv'personnel from the criminal-justice system

and shelters to assist in'the presentation Ofc'particu=-------

lar workshop seSsions. The workshop's audio-visual

aids.are descrlbed on the Annotated Reference/Resource

BACKGROUND

The treatment approaches covered in the workshop are

baied,on the social learning theory of aggression (Bandura,

Albert. Aggression: A Social Learning Analytis, gnglewood:

Prentice Hall, Inc., 1071). this theoretical view provides

a basis for the development of therapeutic approaches that,

are consistent with a criminal justice system that holds

individuals responsible for their behavior. The approaches

are also useful with'self-referred clients, as well as those
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referred by relativesu the mental health or medical systeM's,

clergy, etc:

The specific treatment approaches that are discussed

were not choSen because they ai'e the most successful on0

for all individuals who batter. At this time no one knows

which are the most successful approaches. It is very likely
-

that, as.in the field of alcoholism, diffeeent approaches

will be successful with,different individuals. Those de-

scribed in this manual were chosen because they have been

successful for some men who batter, and they are useable in

the context of the criminal justice-izystem.;

These materials have resulted from my clinical and con-

sulting experience as well as from the experiences of a wide

variety of individuals working rn the field of family violence.

I co-designed and co-directed a residential treatment program
V

for men who batter. Presently, I counsel,such men,in an out-

1..1patient setting. I also provide counseling_services to_victims

of battering. In the past three years, I have been conducting

--trern±ng worksh op s-n atio n any-Jf or-c ommunity-based-programs-

counsellng men who batter. Others giving input to the develop-

ment of the materials include shelter workers, therapists for

men who batter, clients, and educators in the field of family

violence.

14.
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SECTION

DEFINITIONS AND CAUSES OF BATTERiNG
AND CHARACTERISTICS OF MEN WHO BATTER

The'development of an effective treatment program is

'based on a common understanding of what the problem is, where

it comes from, and who is causing it. This section reviews

my understanding of battering, its causes, and the character-

istics of men who batter. The counseling format reflects this

conceptual framework.

The following descriptive definitions of battering' re-
,

flect the belief that there is no justification for violence
. y

in a family; except f'or physical self defense. Regardless of

the problems which may or may not b'd in a relationship, they

can and should be solved through means other than physical

force. Furthermore, the cOunseling approach which begins with

a descriptive definitio of battering gets both the.counselor

and client out of the buginess of detercitining whether or not

'battering is jtistifiablaand on to the task of developing

alternatives to battering. Such a focus is a prerequisite

------t07-effecttve-triterventilon.

DEFINITIONS

Whether battering is labeled wife beating, marital vio-

lence, wcaan battering, or spouse abuse, it signifies violence.
a

There are various ways to define battering; some based on

the impact on the victim, some based on behaviOral descrip-

tions, some on intent, and some On a combination of factors.

Which definition a counselor uses ia not as important as21

-7-,
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_ .

whether the definition makes sense to both counselor and

client and whether iLcan be used consistently in both assess-

ment and treatment. For this manual, witfe battering is de-

fined as the aSsaultive behavior between adults in an intimate,

sexual, theoretically peer, and usually cohabitating relation-

ship. This'definition,reflects both the behaviori occuzring

between the two persons and the context in which those be-

haviors take place.

Four Forms of Battering

For assessment purposes, I categorize battering, the

assaultive behavior between adult intimates, in four forms:

(1) physical battering, (2) sexual battering, (3) psychologi-
,

cal battering, and (4) the destruction of prOperty and pets.

These four forms are not totally separate categories of be-

havior'since there is some obvious overlap.

Sexual battering ovéem-p-s- with physical battering since.
_

both involve direct attacks on the victim'S body. The destruc-
,

tion of property and pets overlaps with phyLical battering

because both are physical acts against a person or object.

HoWever, the destruction of property and pets also overlaps

with psychological battering since neither involves a direct

attack on the victim's body. Too often sexual violence and

the destruction-of property/pets have been overlooked as

part of the battering patterns. It has been useful in my

clinical work to highlight them hy putting them into separate

categories. In some relationships all four forms of battering

16



occur; while.in others, there are only two or three of the

forms present. For example, one man may batter physically

and psychologically, but he may not sexually assault his

mate. All four forms of battering can,be behaviorally

described and defined.

1. PAysidal Battering& The first and most obvious form

of batttexing is the physical fort. Physical battering in-

cludes,all aggressive behavior-done by the offender to the

victim's body. It-includes pushing, pinchin4, spitting,

kicking, pulling hair, hitting, punching, choking, burning,

clubbing, stabbing, throwing acid or boiling water, shooting,

and so forth. Sometimes particular areas of the body are,

targeted; as in the case of hitting the victim's face only,

or_ only hitting a woman's torso or the abdomen of a woman

during pregnancy. For others, any area of the body becomes

a likely -target.
1"

Often there is a mistaken tendency for therapists to place

physical battering on some kind of continuum, ranging from a

slight puth to murder, to delineate the severity of the batter-

ing. Thus, hitting with an open hand is considered less serious

than klitting with a closed fist, shoving is less serious than

punching, and so forth. Such a severity continuum can be mis-

leading it it is used to determine whether or-not the batter-

ing is dangerous and whether it requires intervention. The

reality is that shoving can be as di, more dangerous than

punching when evaluated by the injury to the victim. A person

17
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who is shoved may be paralyzed or killed, while a person who

is punched may receive a_broken nose. To avoid inadvertently

mi-ffimi-zing and- denying the.dangerousness of, physical battering,

counselors as well as clients need to avoid comments such as,

"it isn/E serious, he only-shoves her." In assegring the

physical form of battering, it is important to inquire about

all types 6f physical attacks.

2. SexualNiolence. The second form of ba\ttering is

sexual violence which includesjahysical attacks Op the victim's

breasts/genitals or forced sexual activity accompanied by

either physical violence or the threat of physical violence.

Some women report that-their battering mates force sexual

activi=ty after-a-beating, or require-the performance of

cdrtain socual practices while holding a loaded gun to their

heads, or force certain unwanted sexual activities, or force

_

sex_miththird_person. One woman said that her hpsband

brought hompmpornographic magazines. tie would beat her if
up

she refused to do thd sexual activity pictured in the magazine.

Or if she complied, he would beat her for going along with

such "dirty sex."

There are some cities and states that recognize these

sexual assaults as Crimes and prosecute, offenders, even il

4

the offender is married to the victim. There are many ottoler

cities and states that do not recognize rape within marriage

as a crime. Regardless of the legal status of these sexual

assaults, I consider sexual violence to be a form of batter-

ing that requires assessment and intervention.



3. Psychological Battering. The thixd form of batter-
,

ihg is psychological battering. This form is carried out

with psychological weapons rather than physical attacks. In

fact, th-ON vigtim's body is not touched. Psychologie&I-batter-

ing includes a variety of behaviom (1) threats such as

threatening suicide., threatening violence again'st a mate or

others, threatening to take children away,-threatening to

deport foreign-torn wives, etc.; (2) forcing the victim to

do degrading things, such:as eating cigarettes left in an

ashtray, licking the kitchen floor, etc.; (3) controlling

the-victim's activities, such_a.s sleeping and eating habits,

social relationships, Agess to money, etc.; (4) constant

attacks on a mate's self-esteem by verbal abuse or thl'ough
_

total denial-of her ideas and feelings, etc.; and (5) doing

things to intentionally frighten the victim,,such as, speeding

_tbro_ugh traffic, playing with weapons etc._

s

Iniffy dlihl-an-dreiearch work, f.make-a-dIstinction

between psychological battering and emotional abuse.' 'Both

mhy be behaviorally similai, and to ttie outside observer they

may look the saMe. Both are destructive to relationships. The

0-
distinguishing feature of psychological batteiing is the atmos-

.

phere of physical violence and fear in which it takes place.

This atmosphere is created by the offender's physical or sexual

assaults on the victim and his destruction of -profierty/pets.

I label certain behavior as psychological battering when it

occues in a relationship where there has been at least one

19
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episode of physical violence.2 Without such an incident I

would tend to identify verbal attacks and sabotaging be--

haviors as emotional abuse.

In my-clinical work, I obsered that psychological

battering has more destructive power than emotional abuse.

Victims of psychological battering become more entrenched,
4

more quickly in a sense of helplessness than-victims of

...emotional abuse. The power of psychological battering comes

directly from the'physical/sexual violence that has already

occurred. The offender is suöcssful in dominating and

_ coercing the victim by using psychological weapons preisely

because,she knows from experience that he is capable of back-

-i-ng -up-his-psy-dhological battering with-physical assaults.

Because of the presence-of_this physical violence, psy-

chological battering is analogous to brailiwashing experienced

by prisoners _of_war and hostages. Both POW' s and victimi-of-

-psychological battering lose-Indlvidual control-over where they

go, who they see, their sleep pattern, and even their eating

habits. Battered women have talked abbut their mates waking

theta in themiddle ol the niiht to force them to listen to two

or three-hour..harangues about their bosses, the government, or

some slight at the men's club. One Korean.victim was denied

the'r.ight to cook any of her own ethnic foods either for hert

self or for their children. Many shelte'rs report that victims

are malnourished and suffer from sleep deprivation, not be-

cause of poverty but because th'e offender's behavior often

interferes with proper sleeping and eating.

29
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In cases of both battered women and POW's, the captor

a.

isqlates the victim from others and controls more and more of

the victim's reality. A battered woman often has no outside

contacts witb whom-she can check her perceptions of herself

and others. Also, both battered woman and POW's,are put

-through degrading experiences. Both are controlled bir the

violence or the possibility of it. They ldve with the con-

stant fear that the violence may return and with the belief

that their captors are.fully capable of carrying out any

-
threat, since they have already demonstrated their abilities

to be violent. fl.Owever, unlike the brainwashing Of the POW's,

the psychological battering of most women is carried out-by
a

.their intimates, those who.at other points may be loving.

Psychological battering may be more disorienting to battered

women than to POW's because it is-not being done by individuals

who are clearly understood to be enemies.

JThe-POW-analogy-is one way to illustrate the distinction'

between psychological battering and emotional abuse. This

distinction can be helpful to the men who batter. When they

iinderstand that physical.issaults provide the,foundation for

psychological batte?ing, they can more easily understand how

it terrorizes *her. The dtatinrCtroireraTrftes-anotke,r4..poin

for em. At times they say they are being "btteredu by

their vi timwhn they mean that they are being.emotionally

abused,-The men have not been assaukted by their mates

awl they are not errorized'by them.



4. Destruction of Property and/or Pets. The fourth

form ot,g4tering is,the ddstruction of property or pets.
, 7

-. Unlike physical or sexuaa violencethis foriw of bat.tering

is done without actually attacking or ever touching the

victim's body. -However, the destruttion of property or

pets is still an assault on the victim.

In such bettering, the destruction is not random. It is

0

the victim's favorite China that is thrown against the wall,

or a gift-he gave her,during courtship that he tears up in .

front of her, .or her pet.cat that is strangled. Sometimes

after an argument, a- batterer destroys objects he treasures

because he knows that she is aware that these are his prized

possessions.. Then.he blames her for r:ausing the ruin of his)

property.

Sometimes the objects that are destroyed are selected

randomly, but the destruction is,still purposeful. To make

a point, he throws an object at her during'a fight, intention-

ally just missing her head, The victim never knows when the

assaults on property will turn into physical assaults.

Sometimes property is destroyed when the victim is not
0

present, but it is,still dond to attack her. One man, whose

spouse escaped to her mother's home after an argument, went

on a rampage through the house. He broke things against the

wall, took syrup from the cabinet and-poured it on the rugs,

etc. He then called his wife and told her what he had done.

He insisted that she return to clean up the mess that she

had "caused."

22
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Typically the offender and the victim do not identify

the destruction of property/pets as part of the battering;

yet it ii. Theoffender's Purpose in destroying the property/

pets is the same as in his physically attacking his partner.

N,he is simply attackingOanother object to accomplish his

battering 9f her,. Sometimes we minimize the seriousness of

this-form of battering by saying that at least it is better

than bitting her. Unfortunately, it often has the same psy-

chological impact on the victim'as a physical attack.

Similarities of the Four Forms

Whether the battering is physical, sexual, psychological,

or the destruction of property/pets, all four forms have

Jcertain characteristics in cdmmon. First, all are done
_

without concern,. for ,the physical or mental well being of the

victim. The man who batters acts,without Concern for the ,

consequences of hi's violence to till Octim. in retrospect,

he may see the physical damage done by his violence. He may

even feel a great deal of guilt and remorse about it. HoweNiee,

he does not anticipte the destructive impact on the victim

1.
prior to the assault. Even when he recognizes the physical

damage4 many times he fails to see the emotional damage he

-has inflicted on his partner and on their relationship. The

batterer often complains about his partner's insecurities,

passivity, or hostility, without understanding that such

behavior may be the effecti of repeated b pry.

"\
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Second, all four forms of battering are done to show

control and domination. Often it is the batterer's feelings

of insedUrity, anxiety, and helpaessness that trigger his

violence: The batterer is attempting to gain control over
0.

his internal feelings by dominating another Person.

,
Third, re4ardless of which forms occur in a relationship.

. usually the incidents of battering are recurrent and they

often escalate in severity and frequency, unless the batterer

makds necessary changes in his behavior.

Context

What distinguishes battering from.stranger-to-stranger

violence is the intimacy of the relatonship between the

offender and victim.. The couples may be married, separated,
_ _

divorced, dating, or cohabitating lovdrs. One assumds that.

there is or has been both a relationship of Rive and care

and a shared histqry. Tho-individuals are "family" to each

other.

Wife battering is but one expression of fam,ily violence.

The intimate context for the abuse is also charac eristic in

three other categories of family violence: (1) hild abuse/

neglect and incestuous assault, (2) sibling violenCe, and

(3) battering of Older adults by adult children.3 'It is

this intimacy intertwined with chronic violence which ma§ni-

fies the trauma.for victims, and complicates the issues for

them as well as for the offenders and the intervenors.
0

While wife battering is similar in soMe aspects to the

other types of family violence, there.are some significant

24 .
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differences. One important difference between wife battering

and-the other types of violence.is in the nature of the legi-

timate family roles of the offetider arid the victim. In wife

battering, the victi'm and the offender are both adUlts, and

theirlegitimate roles are as peers. In two categories of

family violence, the viaim and offerider are not both adults

in an equal relationship, and there is a legitimate role of

one having more power over the other. In caseslof child

abuse, neglect, and-incestuous assault, there is'a-distortion

in ihose legitimate, disciplinary and carstpking 'roles. To

change, the child abuser or incest offender hal to stop his/

her abusive behavioi;.and learn how to lorovide the appropriate

guidarice and care. In cases where an adult child abuses ari
I.

older adult parent, the abuser also has to stop his/her 4

violent behavior and learn,to provide the'appropriate guidance

or care to the disabled or dependent parent.

The situation is different in cases of wifelpattering.
6

Mhen tweadults are involved fn an intimate relationship as

lovers and/or partrwrs, the legitimate'roles are ones of

mutual respect and responsibilitY. Theoretically, neither

partner is solely responsible tor disciplining,or caring

-

for the other. The parent-role is not an appropriate.role

between adult partners; as adults, each person has an equal

respoii;ibility to the relatioriship.

e In'cases of wife battering, the Problem of the violence

is ofteri complicated Or exacerbated by rigid expectations,

based on sex-role stereotyping, which dereequal responsibili-

4



ties and r0hts in the family. for exaMple, a man may expect

th t tie shoulcyog the 'sole breadwinner and sole deciSion-miker

f 'Or the family. If'his. spouse goe6 to work outside the home,

In oider td help ma endt meet in the face of inflation and

rising-costso.the m ften feels'that he_is A failure in

his role as,provider for ttle family. With thi's Stereotyped

expectation to be the breadwinner, he io likely to

pressured whether his Wife ig eMployed or not. eeling

pressured and anxious, he is mote likely t o.batter. To
,

,. .

change, the man who'batters,needs tg stop the battering and

. k

also learn to relate intimately as an equal partner.

'A full exploration of the similarities and differences
k

*

among,wife battering, stranger-to-stranger v4olence\and the.

Other categories of family iriolenCe is bp.yond the scOpe of
.

this paper. However, it is important fot ils'as,counselors to
- .

understand the implications of certain similarities and.differ-

ences. When wife batteringfis desctibed behav,ioralfy, its

c /h
violence is like"all violence andf its destructiveness can

no longer be minimized.simply because it occurs within ithe

. v
family.. When the intimate dontextlfor.that violehce is under-

stood, then we\ean more efu"1.y coMprehend the pain, terror, and

confusion of botp the victim afid the offendet. WheR we-see

-

which legitirte family roles areabeing dis,.torted in battering,

....

then the treatment goals and objectives for the offender become

-

clear.
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Using.Descriptive Definitions of Battering
/

These.definitions of battering/are descriptive, based

on what is,happening behaviorally and in what context. By

using descriptive definitions of/the four forms of battering,

counselors can evaluate data provided by clients to deter-

/

mine whether-6r not wife battering is occurring. Sometimes

4 counselors Ristikenly attempt to make such a determina-
- /

.tion by others factors, such as: (1) the frequency of the

occurrence (Is'i battering,if he hit her only one time?);

(2) the severity of the injuries (Is it battering if she only

),-J
got.a.black eyel); br/(3) the,qualities of the victim or the

.2(

offender (Is it-battering if the victim '"deserves it"? Is

it battering if the offender is a nice guy?). Such Tlestions

are not adequate to'determlne whether or not battering is

involved in, the relationship.

Some counselors are terpted to overlook or discount the

4.7

amportancg of reports of sirigle, isolated, violent incidents.

"According to the aefinitions outlined, even one violent

episode is set:thus because it may lead to severe injury or

death. For,ekampler one man toudted his wife only once in

anger and during that One episode he beat her to death. One

event can be lethal. Furthermore, a single bueless lethal
. .

,

episodeis serious bedause it provides the foundation for on-
,

-..

, going piychological.battering. In one argument, a man had
.,

. ..

.-

qrabbed and shoved his wife several times causing some minor

baruises. He never hit her again, but every time he wanted to
, ,

cOerceller tciplo something, te would refer to that one episode

.

2 7
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and threaten further 'violence. -Having experienced that one

physical fight and fearing another violent epi:sode, the woman

would comply when her husband psychologically battered her.

Too,often counselors attempt to define battering by

evaluating the .characteristics of the victim or the-offender

rather than by attending to the behaviors. For example,

one man reported that he hit his wife when she got drunk.

The counselor Ignored his hitting and focused on how the alco-

holic wife-warranted such anger. In doing so, the counselor

discounted the man's use of violence in the relationship and

failed,to point out that justifiable anger does not justify

violence. Sometimes.we as counselors minimize.the battering

because the.man has a good job) is &pillar of society, or

'"at other times is a gentle man." The-dharacteristics of

those invaved as well as the frequency and severity of the

violence are relevant in treatment, but not.in answering the

initial question, "Is the client involved in battering?"

CAUSES OF:BATTERING

To develop an effective treatment program, cliniaans

heed to understand-the oauses of spouse battering. This

manual will discuss causes briefly in terms of one"particular

theoretical view - social learning theory.4 Social learning

theory provides the foundation for the counseling format out-
- .

lined later in this manual. This counseling approach is baded

on the perspective that wife battering is learnea behavior,5

and'that it is primarily a learned response to stress.

28
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,
Wife battering, like other kinds of violence, is.learned

behavior. Individuals who are violent have learned at what

4\ time,
in what place, under which circumstances, at whom, and

in what way to act violently. They have learned their patterns

of violence from observing others and from their own trial and

error experiences. ,Through observation and experience, men in

the military, women in self defense classes football players

in training, police, murderers, etc., have learned to'be assaul-
.

tive in a particular environment. The same learning process

occurs for men who batter.

In most cases, wife battering is a learned response to

stress. When experiencing a great deal of stess,,some'

individuals have learned that it is appropriate to strike

out, to be violent. The stressor or whatis perceived as a

stressor varies from person to person. The stressor may be'

,internal, such as feelings of insecurity, inadequacy, or help-

lessness or it may be external such as interpersonal conflicts,

unemployment, racism,"illness, etc. For'some individuals

there may be a combination of internal and external factors.

Battering is one way that certain people have learned to

respond to stress. It is not a universal response. There is

a myth that all people have-breaking point's atyhich they will

-become violent. All people do'have breaking points. HoWever,'
0.

the response to such "breaking points" or to other stress,

points varies from Person to person. Some people laugh;.

others cry, become passive, hallucinate, take drugs, drink

alcOhol, overeat, talk, or p5roblem solve; and some'are violent.
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fiow people ,react to their internal and external stressors,

i.e., whether they use violence or not, largely depends on

what they 114ve learned in the past. Consequently, the cause

13f, battering is not the particular stressors facing that

, man but the cause is his previous learnings about how to

deal with those stressora. Ending wifebattering requires a

change in what batterers have learned; they must learn,new,

nonOolent ways to dea,k\with their stress.

\The Man who batters has learned a complex set Of be-

haviOrs, attitudes, and beliefs which facilitate his violence.

First, he has learned to strike_oatu_to, be violeht, and to

attack when experiencing a lot of pressure. Men who battet

iden. tify both chronic and
acute'stressors in their lives.

-They express feelings of being out of control and some talk

\

abou mounting pressure that precedes the violent incidents.

They ave learned to reduce that tension through aggression

towar another. They have not learned other tension-reductiod

or co in.skills such as empathizing, verbal expression'of

feeli gs, problem solving, etc.
-

econd, these men have learned .tilat the safest place to

strik out', in terms of consequences to them, is in the family.

Even 4hen the men Are aware that the source of their stress is

elsew ere, such as in their jobs,,they usually will not
f 4 A

4,

becomel violent in that setting. .They are afraid they would.

lose t eir qobs or in pome other way be punished for that

aggres ion. They seldom fear immediate punitive consequenpes
0

for vi lence against family members.

3u
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Third, men Who,batter-have,learned 'certain cultural and

social values about-masculinity add their roles in families

which support their aggression ang violence. Many men who

batter have stereotyped views about th& man being the head of

the household, the homeAeing his castle, and his woman and

children beidg merely extensions of himself. Typically, men

who batter have been socialized to stifle the expressions of

all emotions except angers They tend to express most emotions,

e.g., fear, grief, etc., as anger. These patterns of behavior,

beliefs, and attitudes that support their violence are learned.

These battering Patterns and attitudes are learned in the

man's family of ori4111-,--iii the culture, and through his owti

prior experiences. he Influence of the family of origie'is

noticeable. Clinicians who counsel men who batter consistently

report that a high percentage of these men were battered as

children or witnessed abuse between significant adults in

their lives.6 As victims in their childhood, these men'

learned that it is,appropriate to hit those they love for

their own good and that the physically strongest family member

is the judge of what is good for'others. In their families

of origin, they acquired beliefs that no one in the family has

a right to hurt another or to reject another without being

punished for it. Their childhood,experiences also,provide

.them with Pártiqular.sandards for being men and certain

values abdut their roles as husbinds and fathers. Often

these expectations of self, developed at an early age,

facilitate their violence against their wives and sometimes



_against thetr_ chilaren,

Vtolenceis not learned solely in the family of origin.

Our culture as a whole tends-to reinforce those same famili

teachings. Violence is seen as a way to solve problems in

everything from cartoons to newspaper reports, joke's to

advertisements. In particular, aggressive and.violent be-

havior is a symbol of *manliness." As Dr. Lance Harris has

noted, many of the heroes in the dominant American culture

can be Aivided into the ".shooters" (John-Wayne, Clint East-

wood, etc.).or "hitters" (football heroes, boxers, etc:).

'One male cultural herO who does symbolize nonviolence is

.(zG

Martin. Luther King, Jr. and yet a majority of men do not

pattern their behavior after this model of nonviolence. In

addition, our culture extolls the emotion of anger, at least

for men. In an article on a Rosebowl football team one

recent...newspaper
headline read, "What the. Huskies Need is a

Little Competitive Hate.". To be masculine, a man must show

anger (but na insecurity, tenderness, sadness, hurt, eta.)

and must be aggressive and violent, when necessary.

Besides the influences of family and society, men who

batter also learn to respond to stress with violence from

their experiences with their spouses. Often, violence at

home is inadvertently reinforced by what follows the batter-

" ing episode., Many batterers experience intense and Mounting'

pressure and physiological tension prior to 4 violent episode.

When they become violent, they experience 4 reduction in phy-

sical,tension and physiological arousal, which can be a



' powerful reinforcer.7

Sometimes, there are other reinforcers as well. The vic-

tim, after a beating, may acquiesce to a batterer's demands;
4

others may treat him with more respect. ThUs, the batterer

may feel more in control. Even if he feels remorseful or

guilty about his mate's iniuries, he (and Sometimes the victim

herself) tends to blame the victim for "causing" him to "lose

control." He denies responsibility fOr the violence. Due to

the tacit acceptance of family violence in society and to the

lack of clear messages that his violent behavior must stop,

his violence is rarely.punished. With these r'inforcers and

the lack of punishments, he is more likely to act out violenly

again when he is under stress. In that way the pattern of

violence begins and maintains itself.

Given that it is the batte7:er's inability to deal with

stress, originating from his past learnings, that chuses the

violence, then it is his responsibility to change. The

battering is not caused by the relationship or the victim.

In some caSes, the source of the batterer's stress may be in

the relationship. He may be hurt or angry about his mate's

behavior toward him. However, he is the one who is responsible

for using violence rather than other means to confront those

prpblems. ih other, cases, his stress may be stemming from

problems outside the relationship. He may feeldnadequate as

a paren't or as a provider for his family, or he may be anxious

about pressures on the job, or he may repeatedly perceive

.rejection Where there is none. In such cases, the stressors



are not the victim's activities, and-yet she becomes the

target.of his violerite. Since no one can provide a stress-
,

free environment for the man'who batters, he must learn new,

nondestructive skilli to-deal with stress. However, first

'

he must learn that violence is not an acceptable coping

mechanism and that he has the capability of changing.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MEN WHO BATTER

, _The following is a discussion of the characteristics of

men who batter. More effective treatment programs can be de-

veloped by understanding these chacteristics and by knowing

hov each impacts the counseling process. The information pre-

sented in this section is based on my clinical experience; it

did not come from nor has it been tested out in research psing

the appropriate. control groups. Consequently, the following

is not meant to be either alefinitive or exhaustive list

of characteristics.or men whb batter. Nor is it meant to be

a diagnostic profile in its current form. It cannot be

used to.distinguish, men who batter from other client groups.

Some individuals may have all the listed characteristics and

yet may not be batterers. Certain men who batter may have

some but not all of the'listed characteristics. While these

characteristics are not predictive of violence, they fire

relefant to the,deSign'oT'an effective treatment approach.

Men.who batter come from all races, socio-economic

classes, occupations, religious affiliations, and ages. There

continues to be some controversy as,to whether or not there is

a higher percentage of batterers in one class,than another,

34
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y.1 and If ao what it may metp.

it is obviOus that wife beating can no longer be seen as

being coniined to j.ust this or-that group. Men who better

may be rich, poor, ymemployed, prdfessionalsii laborers,
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Even with that point unresolvS

.white, Native American, black, Catholic, Norman, Atheist,

seventeen, thirty-five, or sixty-seven. There are many

differences among men who batter. What they-,do have 'in,

common are their experiences as violent men.

V.

Victims of Abuse as Children

Often, as children, men who batter either witnessed

battering between other family menbërs or were battered them-
/

selves. Their childhoods were training grounds for the vio-

lence which the men, as adults, commit against their spouses

and sometimes their children. In some cases, the men reenact

childheod experiences by battering their,victims in the'same-

way, with the same weapons, as they were beaten as children.-

gowever, the men xarely make a connection betWeen their vio-

lent behavior and what they experienced in childhood.

In therapy, their childhood victimization is used in
I.

various ways, but it is not the major focus of treatment (see

SECTION II). Often it is used to illustrate that battering

,is learned behavior'which can be eliminated through learnirig
,

net:, ways to cope with stress. It is important to avoid

letting mehl who batter use their histories to justify continu-

ation of their violent behavior. Another therapeutic use of

such data is to facilitate the violent man's empathy for his
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victim. .As he identifies and integrates his dmotions about

being a victim of violence during childhood, then the man

who batters can' sometimes develop empathy for the feelings

of the person he has abused.

Minimization and Denial.

Most men who batter*tend to minimize the seriousness,of

their yiolent behavior, to themselves as well as to others.

For example, a man who batters may talk about having had "a

little fight,",m4aning that his assaultive behavior resulted

in hospitalization of the victint. Thislinimizing is usually

a form of self-denial rather than'lying. Beciase heti who

batter do care and have intimate relationships with the,fr

vict*s, it is-painfulvfor them to fully recognizewhat they

are doing. At times, thp batterer may recognize his problem

with battering_and then may return to minimizing and denying

it.

,Often this .pattern of minimization and denial sUrfaces

about issues other'than the violence. For example, the mail

who batters may deny to. himself the importance of particular

events or emotions. Cou seloes need to be aware of these

characteristics and confron them whenever they appear. It

is-difficult for the man who atters to make changes unless

.he sees fully what he is,dping d unless he takes responsi.,

bility in alierin4 thoSe patterns. Such confrontations are

facilitated by having access to c2rrob rative data from

family members, others close to the clie t police reports,

etc.

36
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Externalization

Many of the men,wiho-batter see their lives as being ex-
. i

1

ternallir directed. They attribute many successes and all

failure,s to external factors. In the case of successes,

they-often talk about job promotions resulting from "luck,"

L`"favor?.tisiii from the boss," etc. 'hey rarely sair that a pro-

, 6

motion came from their own hard work. This same tendency to

.
externalize can be seen in how they talk about their problems

as always being the fault of someone else. This manifests

itself_in_discussions-about the battering as well. At first,

the man who batters almost always explains the caUse of the

violence as being out of his control. He Often justifies

the'assault6 by attributing their cause to the victim,

alcoholiim, hypoglycemia, or some other external factor. The

counselor needs to confront this type of behavior whenever

'kit occurs, just as she O'r he needs to confront the tendency

of the batterer to deny or minimize his problem with violence.

The man must learn what is within his control, i.e. his

responses to situations, and what is beyond his individual.

control, such as inflation, racism,,his past, other people,

etc. Refocusing his sense of control from external to'in-

ternal can lead toincreased self-esteem as the man makes
a

positive changes.
r

ImPUlsivity

Many, but not all of the men who batter, are impulsive.

They often act without thinking of the consequences of their

alb
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Actions. They change jobs, move, change friends, sell property,

etc.,,quickly and without much thought. This impulsivity

may also be apparent in their attendance at and participation

in treatment programs. Some will drop in and out of treatment

programs in the same rapid fashion as they make other decisions

with their lives.
P

Isolation

Like victims of battering, the offender often reports

feeling a great deal of isolation. The victim'sj.solation is

most often instituted by the offender, while the batterer's

-isolation is self-imposed. Men who batter take an active

role in isolating their victims. A batterer often monitors

the victim's relationships with bthers, controlling both who

she sees and.how she relates to others. He complains about

- "her weird'frlends," or'the "interference of her parents," or

the wasted time spent away from the home in her activities,"

etc.- He may insist that what happens in the famillr stay in

the family. These complaints escalate until the wPman, in an

effort to avoid fUrther battering, complies. Step by step he

cuts her off from her social support systems. In a similar

way,,he imposes isolation on himself. He distrusts others and

s .

avoids,self-disclosute. He, may of'fer aid to a frierid but he-
.

will rarely seek help himself. He often reports that his

friendships and,contacts'with others are,superficial. ,Even

those men who-appear to have many friends through their jobs

or clubs say they would not discuss any of their probleins

with those friends. 38
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Dependency on ançExcessive Possessiveness of the Victim

In the face 6f is ation, many batterers staie that the

14.only person they feel close to is the person they abuse.

'Often the offender s relationship with the victim is chirac-
/

terized by total dependency on the.vidtim, which the man may

identify as love. He expresses his dependency through extreme

possessiveness. For example, he may constantly monitor where

hin mate is-and who she pees. Sometimes the man's possessive-
.

ness takes the form of irrational jealodsy, where he assumes

that his spouse is having an affair With every man (and some-

timen even every woman) she sees, from a colleague at.work, to

her doctór, to the friend next door. Because of his.intense

dependency on her, he is very fearful that he may, in'some way,

lone her attention. He becomes more and more demanding and he

may even use.the battering as an attempt to force her atten-

tion. The chance of violence aigainst her or himself is more
,

likely when he perceives that she is.making a move to be inde-

opendent from him. This move toward independerwe may be

something as small as her choosing a household article without

consulting him or as major as'her moving to a shelter and

filing for divorce.

Control and Domination

Men who batter,are ofterrcharacterized as having a great

need to control situatifts, people, etc. They usually define

this control as being.'"in charge" of external situations.

Rarely do they define control in terms of self-control. When
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experiencing'feelings that they irtterpret as being out of -

conirol, attempts to regain a sense of Well-being are usually

moves to dominate others through,aggression and violence.

They do'not identifIrthat sometimes the source and often.the
4

sOlution to being.out oE control is internal Father thanr

external. The treatment approaches described later accept

the oveAhelming need of the manlwho' tters to be 'in control,

but refoddSes therObject of that ontrol from others to

.Tendenc to Ex.i ssMost Emotions as An er

gs.expected form th) r socialization , as men, the'primary

emotion exPerienced and expressed,by men who batter ic that

of anger. It is almos as if tht batterer fias'two speeds
4

an attitUde that "e e ything is fine" or anger. He often.lumps

a

4,

together ayide ran of.emotions such as hurt, anxiety,

excite t sadnes guilt, helplessnesS, tenderness, anct

livulne ability, an
a

identifFedall of those emotions as anger.
0 4

Since'men who batter are accustomed to expressing their
,

angethrough aggression and violence, and since they confuse

many other eiotions with anger, it is WI, t6 understand how ,

emotional states other.than anger also lead to'assaults:

i)art of,the task in therapy is the ident'fication of. the

. ,

full range of emotions experienced,;y the an wtlo batters and

his learning constructive ways to express' otIose emotions.

Depression and Suicide

Some of the men4Who batter exp6rience a -gleat deal of'

4 0

4.



depression and, at times, 6ecome suicidal. This'depression

may be directly related to the batterer's awareness of his

violent behavior and his fear that his spouse bay leave him,

or it may be caused by experienc'es preceding.the violent

relationship vith his spouse. Sometimes this depression ha§

, gone unnoticed by. the man's friends or work associates, but

usually Ft quite ap arent to his family and when in treatment,

to his counselor. tike his violence, it may appear at times

when he percedves possible separation from the person he

abuses. His,yeiled or unveiled threats of suicide may become

part of his paychorogical battering. She talks about aepara-

,tion andihe talks about killing himself or "no longer living."

In dealing with a client's depression or suicide thrpats,

counselors should avoid certain traps. When talking with a

battered woman, a counselor should not simply label the

batterer's behavior, as manipulative and falsely reassure her

that heyill dot kill himself. S,ome men wrio batter do

successfully Commit suicide - what percenitage do so is'

unknown. Whatever'the percpntage, victiMs are genuinely

concerned about the suicide potential of their battering

partners. Their concern should be resPected. This does not

-mean that the woman should sacrifice:her life or the lives

of her children to stay and protecf:the offender from himself.

The deciaion to remain or leave thO' battering mate Is hets

and is best made wifh a realistic,consideration of all the

available information.

41
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.- When working with the batterer is a client, a counselor

should evaluate and respond to the suicide potential as he

or she would with any depressed client. However, it is

particularly helpful to men who batter for the counselor to

understand that suicide threats and even attempts are part

of their battering behavior. Through these'self:-destructive

acts, they are attempting to punish and control another.

I raise thp issue of puicide ih an educational way with

all my battering,clients. This sharing of information allows

both counselor and client to anticipate possible points of

severe depression and/or suicidal feelings, and then together

to agree On intervention strategies. Reinterpretation of

these feelings, identification of personal support systems,

crisis.lines, and contracts are typical techniques used in

preventing suicide.
la

Relationship of Alcohol/Drug Abuse to Battering

While some men who batter also abuse drugs or alcohol,

there are many other batterers who are social drinkers or

abstainers. Generally, there seems to be no clear cause-and-

effect relationship between substance abuse and battering.8

The liercentage of batterers who abuse drugs or alcohol,seems

to match the percentage of substance abusers in a given commu-

nity. Rather than cause an& effect, the high correlation be-

Itween the.two may suggest the presence of two widespread and

ox;erlapping problems. It is important to assess the specific

relationship of alcohol and/or drug abuse to battering in
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order to determine the appropriate course of treatment (see

SfCTION III).

Further study is needed on Oe relationship between the

intake of alcohol or drugs and battering. A large number of

assaults do occur when individuals - either users or abusers

take drugs and/or alcohol. It may be that alcohol or drugs

reduce the individual's inhibitions against battering.'
P

Good Qualities

It is important to keep in mind that men who batter also

have some good qualities. Some may be good providers, good

fathers, hard workers, generous in tielping otfiers, good sex

partners, witty story tellers, or whatever. Too often,

counselors make the mistake of focusing either only on the

batterer's weaknesses or on his strengths ratker than being

attentive to both.

If a counselor sees the man who batters as a prima ily

worthless and evil person, then she/he may'persecute the Man

who comes for counseling for being hopeless rather than assist

him 'in changing. Likewise, a counselor who only looks at the

batterer's weaknesses may also persecute the victim who seeks

help, for her.ambivalence about the relationship. Seeing the

man who batters as worthless, the counselor would have diffi-

culty empathizing with the victim's expressions of care and

concern for her partner.

If the counselor focuses only on the batterer's

strengths, she/he minimizes or totally ignores the violence.
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The counselor may attempt to convince the victiM to maintain

a relationship with her partner. To be effective, therapists

need to be aware of bo11 the good,qualities of the man who

batters and his bad qualities, and they need to stay focused

on the goal of treatment - to stop the battering.

..1
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SECTION II

COUNSELING: THE TREATMENT GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

The counseling.a0proadh. discussed in this manual has one

goai - to eliminate all battering behavior. The counseling

is'not necessarily meant to address other goals, such as

saving or ending the relationship, "rescuing" the victim, or

making the. offender a better human being. While these may be

admirable goals, they are not the focus of the model doundel-

.

ing program _discussed in this manual.

The primary goal of the offender stopping his batterine-

behavior was. chosen.for several reasons:

Battering is both physically and psychologically

destructive to the individuals invorved. Battering

is a life-threaeening problem from the moment it

appears. A treatment program which focuses on ending

that behavior is more likely to have an immediate

impact than one which puts other goals first.

2. The responsigility to change the battering behavior

rests with the batterer (see "Causes of Battering"

in SECTION I).

3. Ending the violence is a necessary prerequisite to

any other individual therapy goal. For example,

many men who batter express.a need to increase.thefi

self-esteem. These clients and some counselors

mistakenly believe that violence will decrease as

. -37-
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self-esteem increases. Counseling that attends to

the goal of self-esteem while ignoring-the violence

will fail. Effective theraPy_which_explores self-

worth-issues usually increases the client's anxiety.

If the man batters when anxious, then therapy focused

exclusively on self-esteem can actually precipitate

violence and consequently decrease self-esteem.

Counseling focuied primarily on ending the violence

allows the man to learn first to stop his battering

behavior. This change both adds-to his self-esteem

and, at the.same time, it precludeS his using violence

when other anxiety-provoking issues are confronted

in therapy.

4. Ending the violence is also a necessary prerequisite

to Any other goal in couples or family therapy.

Most counseling for\relationship issues, Including

differences'in expectations, sekuality, patenting

concerns, financial problems, etc.: require.'

communication. In fact, many schools of marital and

family therapies are based on communication models.

When battering occurs in a relationship, one or both

partners or the children are often fearful of the

violence returning. Because of this fear, communi-

Cation when both partners are present becomes in-

direct and distorted. Family members in therapy

sessions actively resist clarifying the communica-

tion because they fear that a direct discussion of
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an. issue will trigger violence. In my practice, a

significant portion of the couples who had received

traditional marital counseling reported that the

sessions were often followed by battering episodes.

Sometimes the violence was triggered by direct

communication of an emotionally charged issue and

sometimes by the indirectness and distortion of

their messages to each other. sRegardless of which

comes first, pooi communication and then battering

or battering and then poor communication, the cycle

is difficult to break using a process that requires

communication, which the couples fear will result in

violence. Couples counseling or family therapy with

all members present in the sessions is not recommended

until the battering has been eliminated. Once the

man, woman, and counselor are confident that the

\violence has ended, then joint sessions can be used

to develop basic communication skills necessary to

resolving marital conflicts.

5. Battering is a crime. In cases of court-mandated

counseling for-this problem, the sole purpose for

the referral is to,utilize counseling expertise in

ending criminal behavior. A program that accepts

these court-referred clients must have, as its pri-

mary goal of treatment, changing the batterer's vio-

lent behavior and bringing an end to the battering.
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OBJECTIVES

All objectives and,strategies used in our counseling

program are evaluated on-the basis,of whether or not they

directly contribute to the primary goal of ending the batter-

ing. Since the _objectives cap be behaviorally defined, they

are Measureable. Thus, both Client and counselor can evaluate

Orogress. The objectives are listed in the typical order of

their appearance in,the therapy process. In therapy, the

client striv.es to: ,

o,increase his responsibility fOr his battering behavior

develop alternatives to battering (time-outs, empathizing,

problem salving, tension-reducing exercises, etc.)

fr

increase anger control

decrease isolation and develop personal support systems

decrease dependency on the relationship

increase his underptanding oft the familyand social

facilitators of wife battering

increase identification and expression of all feelings

There is.somefvariability among individuals and among groups

as to when any one of these objectives appears in therapy.

4 d



SECTION III

COUNSELING: THE .ASSESSMENT PROCESS

The following pages describe the assessment process,

whic6;he4inS with the firit contact between client and

counselor and continues throughout treatment. As in any

assessment process, the need to gather information has to be

balanced with the need to engage clients and counselors in a

therapeutic relationship. In reality, there is no clear

siparation of assessment and treatment. Counseling to stop

the battering begins immediately in the sessions typically

labeled assessment and assessment is part of the process

labeled counseling. For the sake of clarity in this manual,

the assessment process has been divided into three parts:

PHASE I: GATHERING INiTIAL INFORMATION FOR CRISIS INTERVEN-

TION, PHASE II: ...GATHERING INFORMATI2N FOR TREATMENT *and,

PHASE III: 'ONGOING ASSESSMENt.

PHASE I: GATHERING INITIAL INFORMATION FOR CRISIS INTERVEN-

TION
.

The first phase of the.assessment process inliolves gather-

ing and evaluating certain information to determine what, if

any, immediate intervention should be takcn. In this phase,

the counselor asks and attempts to answer questions such as

the following: Is there wife battering in the relationship?'

Is he interested in changing that behavior? How lethal is

the battering? Who eise-sis being abused in the family? The

answers to those questions will effect the kinds of strate-

-41-
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gies the counselor will use, both in crisis intervention

as well as in the ongoing treatment. This fixst phase of the

.assessment process generally is accomplished in one session

with the client, although_tome of the questions may reappear

for reassessment in later seslions,

Routine Intake

Intake interviews typically include questions about the

presenting complaint, its history, brief biographical data,
0,

mental status, and drug/alcohol usage. Theintake counselor

attempts to gather as much initial pertinent information as

possible. An effective intake interview requires skills in

knowing what questions to ask and how to i-sk them. Just

as there are routine-questions and procedures that have been"

developed regarding alcohol/drug- usage, there,needs to be

routine-inquiry about battering (and all types of family

violence).

Unless counselors are wotking full time in a program

specifically designed to address wife battering, there will

be situations where they will not knOw if the client is a

batterer or not: Men who batter may turn to hospitals,

mental health centers, clergy, legal and social service

agencies, or coqnselots with private practices', for help.

They may be seeking assistance for one or more of a wide

range of medical complaints (ulcers, high blood presure,

cardiac problems, diabetes, etc.) or for mental health

concerns (nervousness, depressions, suicidal feelings,

4 N.
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alcoholism, marital Problems, etc.). The client may riot

volunteer information about the battering, because either he

,wants io avoid the issue or he does not see a connection

between his presenting complaint and the battering. There

are no physical signs, personality characteristics, or socio-

logical factors that can accurately identify a person as a

batterer. Since battering is a widesPread and hidden pro-

blem, It becomes the task of every individual who conducts in-

',take interviews to routinely inquire about battering behavior

in order to determine whether or not a person is battering or

is being battered.

in asking questiohs about spouse abuse, the interliiewer's

manner is important in eliciting cooperation from the client.

e tone of voice and general manner of the counselor should

con ey concern. Questions about any type of family violence

shoul be asked matter-of-factly rather than with an accusing

or fear ul tone. If a client acknowledges such violence in

his fámilç relationships, it is helpful for the counselor to

remain acce ting of the client rather than show feelings of

helplessness, Xprror, or anger. Sometimes, the simple will-

ingness of the Counselor to open the'issue for discussion

alloWs the client to give complete infdrmation.

In interviewi7one couple who had been transferred to

my caseload, I first Asked the man some initial, routine

questions about batterig.9 This led him to give a full

description of his battering behavior for the previous five

years. In a later session`, he stated that he and his wife



had agreecijust prior to that first,interView not to bring up

the topic of the violence.- /bey had avoided the isSue with

another therapkst for one and a half years of counseling and

-

did not want to mention it to me. The man said that he was

so Surprised that I would ask such questions that he assumed

that I must be able to read mindt. He said he felt relieved

to have the problem in the open at last.

Usually clients provicle more information on the subject
-

if the initial questions are general and then become more'

specific. For example, a 'Counselor may ask a client how he

shows anger (by arguing, fighting, disagreeing, etc.) in his

family. Or the counselor may begin by asking-the client hoW

othet family members express anger'to him. These initial

que7tions are followed by questions that encourage the client

to describe rather than evaluate his fighting behavior.

for example, in answering how he shows anOr, a client
.

,,.

-)

tmay rePly that sometimes he goes to.the garage and works on

. ,

_his_car. In follow=qp-quettionS the counselor can a--sk,"what._--

.
do

(you
do other times?". The counselor pursues thisqqystion

until she/he has an overview of the various ways that the

client expresses anger. If the individual has nat,indicated

any aggressive behaviors, the counselor might say Something

like, "Sometimes wen spouses argue, they fight phY,sically.
0

One may push, shove, strike, or kick the other. What do you

do?" By asking a multiple choi4e question with al1,1 aggres-
,

sive behaviors as\possible resgonses, it is easier fdr those

' .who are violent to respond affirmatively. Those who do
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not use Any physical agressionwill usually state that they

do rione of those things and *go on to say how they do argue.

When clients give answers ,that indicate that they batter

or.are victim0 of battering, the counselor shoufd ask for

detailed descriptions of a recent incident and/or the worst

incident. Inquiries bout injuries and the impact of that

viOlence-on the relatio hip can also be made. However,

initially thelpurpose of the questioning is to simpl find

out whether or not there is battering. If battering is pre-

sent, other information will be needed to assess the lethality

. of the situation and to determine aPpropriate interventions.

Motivation to Change

Once it has been established that a client batters, then

the counselor may need to assist the client in identifying

that battering is a problem which he can change. Various

approaches may 4p used to elicit client motivation to change

those behaviors. Most often I will inquire about the client's

eelings regarding his.battering. Even if he denys the

s riousness of the behavior, or totally blames the victim for

, m4t men who batter do not like to be violent towards

\\
trse they love. ,Often tgey will tall about feeling remorse,

being confused, or being out of control. By encouraging the

'flan to identify his negative feelings about his battering

behavior, counserors can Assist him in developing internal

motivations for change.

Often, in the first phases_of treatment, the motivation

to change will be more external/than internal. The batterer
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.

'may fear dissolution of his marriagp or reldtionship or he
\. ,

,

'iloy fear the lestal cons uendes of his violent actions.
,

Sometimes coUnseling has treacly been mandated by the court

as-an alternative to jail. Whaiever motik"ration is present

:at-the time, of theAntake, it should be nurtured in order to

'encourage the Clien to enta coUnseling program. It is

helpful to clarify for the client thdt he is capable of

changing his behaVior, that he\is not out of contrea, and
4°

, ,

.

t .at he is ,not "crazys"Vhile At the same tim' being clear

hat ,his battering behavior has to stpp.

Child Abuse, Neglect, and InceSt

.Some,men who batter ilso batter or sexually assault

their:children. There are no definitive studies to indicate

the exact percentage of.wkfe batter7 who abuseitheir child-

' -ren;Aowever,othere is evidenCe to sUggest that there is a

,

/signif,icani numbpr of such cases.19 Al.l states require that
\

'child,abuse an4,molestation be reported\by professionals to

.

the appropr'iae child protective service. Counselors should

I
/

\

knothe reporting;kequrements mandated by\state law and act

in aCcordance with them.
,

Typically,'when I suspect'child abuse, ave the client

self-report the abbse-to aUthorities in my'presence. Sometimes,

if he is,too anXioug to talk on the phone, I offer to make the

call for hi lt! while he is pkesent. .Either approach reinforces

the concept,that the couhielor holds the abuser accountable for

his own behavior, but will offer support diroughout the treat-
.
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ment. If child abuse or incestuous lalrgl'It has occured in

addition to wife battering, then these issues are addressed

along with those related to the battering,\ and treatment is

\

coordinated with child protective agencies.\

Lethality

Once a counselor hasdetermined that there is battering

in the relationship, she/he must assess the lik7lihood of

severe injury or death. The offender may disable or kill

the viciim during a battering incident or he may }all himself.

Sometimes he may accomplish both during the same episode.

At other times, it is the victim who may disable or kiil the

.offender in self defense or she may kill herself to escape

his violence. Clearly, a Eaffering relationShiii can be

lethal.

In the first interview, as well as in all counseling

Sessions that follow', the counselor needs to assess the like-

li\hood of severe injury or death by gathering and evaluating

;

the following kinds of information:

Does the offender currently have access to the victim?

If they are not living together, how often does he con-

tact her and under what circumstances? The potential

.0 ,for violence decreases if the offender and the victim
4

are Aiving apart and do not have face-to-face contact

with each other. On the other han&, even though the

battei-er may'say they-are Separated, he may be with

his mate constantly or have her under surVeillance,

iwhich increases the opportunity for violent episodes.

,50
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What is the severity and the frequency of the violence,

either his or hers? The more serious and frequent the

violence, the;more likely-someone will be hurt or

killed. In assessing lethality of the relationship,

it is important that the counselor ask if the victin

also uses pyiysical force and how the batterer responds

1

to such acion. While it is not typical, some women

fight phygically and in certain relationships this

can escal/ate the chances of serious inj,ury ox death.

Als, is there a pattern or cycle to the man's

batteririg, and if so, where is he in that cycle?11 In

cases where there is an identifiable cycle, the man

May_bd7more or less dangerous, depending on how recently

llie-ha-0-battered-.
TOT-example; a-man- batters-his wife

..%

Ivery three months over a four-year period. If he

treatment one week after a battering episode,

he is less likely to be violent than"if he appears
\,

twa nd a/half months after the most recent incident.

rOth r ba terers have no particular cycle and thus

ithelr p tterns of violence are less predictable.
,

Whati is the current emotional state of the offender4\

the victim? Is it depression? rage? agitation? If

eit dr batterer or victim is severely depressed, then

the suicide Potential needs,to be assessed. If.rage

an ? agitation are present, striking out is more likely

to occur. When the offender feels desperate and

.id ntifies no changes since his last battering episode,
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Ithen the risk of another episode is hlgh. Sometimes

11 the man whd batters may appear calm'and confident

that there will be no further violence. Yet this mood

can quickly change as he talks about his feelings in

detail.

Is ,Suicide likely? his? hers? What is the history

of suicide attempts? The suicide potential is high

when either battery or victim talks about suicide

with a specific plan and have the resources to carry

it out. If the batterer says that he is going to

overdose on pills and he keeps prescription sedatives

in'tfie house, he is more likely to carry out the plan

tha:n.the_man_who_claims_the_same thing_but hasino

ready,access to pills.

Does either the offender or the victim have access to

weapons, such as guns or kn ves? A situation is more

lethal when weapons are used 'r are easily attainable.o

Are there any factors that red% the offender's or
_

victim's behavioral controls, such s alCohol, drugs,

or psyctiosis? If the batterer is psyc otic or uses

alcohol,or drugs when battering, he is le likely to

use self-control, and the severity and frequeuic,y of

the violence can escalate. If the victim is psychotic

or uses alcohol or drugs, she is less able to protect

herself when -she is battered and, consequently, is in

more danger.

5
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Is the batterer willing to respond to advice or recom-

menOations? When the offender expresses a willingness

to try intervention strategies, such as separation 0,-

time outs to prevent violent outbreak, and to _use cri-

sis lines or make a contract to deter suicidal feelings,

then the situation is less dangerous than when he re-

fuses or is vague about making a commitment to try such

strategies to prevent further violence.

While it is difficult to always predict violence or the letha-

lity of a situation, a consideration of the information listed

above will indicate when one situation is more dangerous than

another.

-counse-l-i-ng-men-who-batterthe_sour_ae_of_infoxnat
ion

for an assessment of lefhality may be the man himself, the

victim, shelter staff, significaht others, or police/court

reports. Whenever possible, information should be sought

from multiple sources. It;is helpful.to remember that men
i

who batter often minimize .nd deny their feelings. Careful

interviewing is necessary to obtain an accurate assessment

of the likelihood for serious injury or death. All interviews

with 'sources other than the client should be conducted with

his knowledge, but not in his presence. The purpose of

seeking additional information should be explained to the

client, and I will often ask him to identify those people he
,

sees as being Most knowledgeable about his battering.

In interviews with individuals other than the batterer,

as in he initial intake, the counselor should seek descrip-
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tive information about the batter*n'g episodes. The victim

is usually the best source for,that information (see "Needs of

7'

Victims" in this section). iflowever, she is not always an ae-

curate judge of lethality: Too often her means of surviving

chronic abuse has involved her minimizing it. She may describe

what happens during battering episodes, and at the same time

deny to herself and others the dangerousness of the violence.

Comments from signifiqant others, as well as police and court

records, can also provide.details about the violence which may

be overlooked by the wan who batters.

Sometimes the assessment-for lethality Must be based

solely on.information from one family member, which can make

al aLk-urate-assessment-of the-potentir

jury or death Aifficult. For example hen tal ing with.a

man who batters, I attempt to measure whet or not his

spouse may be suicidal. I ask questions about whether his

partner is depressed and whether she has ever attempted sui-

cide. While this is second-hand information, it has to be

weighed along with other information gathered in the inter-

view to assess the overall risk of Severe injury or death in

that family.

Crisis Intervention

Initial interviews vary according to the counselor's

,assessment of lethality. If the potential for injury or death

of thevictim is high, then the protection of the victim be-
fl

comes imperative. Separating the couple and providing support

for each greatly reduces the chances of homicide or suicide.
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Separation can be accomplished if the victim leaves the

home and goes to.a shelter, a hospital,, or a friend's or re-

lative's home, Or if the offender leaves the home and goes to

a hospital, a jail, or to the home of a friend or relative.

Sometimes restraining orders are effective when batterers res-

pect.such legal restrictions.

With the exception of cases involving jail or involuntary

commitment to a hospital, the individual in question must

cooperate with the separation plan. Emotional support can be

given to both spouses through specialized

families or through the usual networks

services for violent/

for help and- support r

II

including knowledgeable friends, clergy, counselors, medical/.

personnel, police, and crisis lines. In certain cases, if

separation is impossible, the risk c.adEUE tan-he'-signIfIcanitly

lowered by having a carefully chosen person move in with the

family until,the crisis passes. One Native American family

used that approach effectively by'having a nonc-Tiolent brother

live with the offender until a more permanent solution to

the problem was found.

Crisis intervention strategies should be based on the

individual's socio-cultural context and on the availability

of resources. Different strategies will work in different

situations. The purpose of all these suggestions is to reduce

the chances of severe injury or death. They are not long-

term sOlutions to the problem of battering.

OU
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PHASE /I: GATHERING fNFORMATION FOR TREATMENT

The second phase of the assessment process goes beYond

determining whether or not there is a crisis and what the in-

tervention should be. This phase elicits information that

will be utilized throughout the treatment process. It includes

gathering information such as (1) the need for treatment of

alcohol/drug abuse or psychosis, (2) the perspective and needs

of,the victim, (3) a.complete history of violence, (4) an eva-

luation of intellectual and neurological functions, and (5)

standardized testing. This information should be gathered as

quickly and completely as possible. Aspects of the treatment

process are intertwined with this phase of assessment.

Alcohol_and_p_mg Abuse

As previously mentioned in the discussion on the assess-

ment of lethality, the counselor needs to ask specific ques-

tions regarding the relationship between alcohol or drug usage

and battering. If the man who batters also has an alcohol or

drug abuse problem, additional treatment is recommended to

address those problems. Since substance abuse lowers behav-

ioral controls and interferes with cognitive functioning, and

since both are crucial to the client's ability to stop his

battering behavior, treatment for substance abuse should

occur prior to or concurrently with counseling for battering.

Often, counselors'or family members will attribute fhe

battering to substance abuse or vice versa and will as
s
ume

that treatment for one will be sufficient to stop both. This

6.i
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\

has.not 13en my clients' experiences. men with both

problems stop their abuse of alcohol/drugs only to find that

\.

their violent arid abusive behavior escalat7

In the assessment.phase, it is helpfulfto ask both 'the

offender and the,victim to describe in detail(the three most

recent battering episodes, including,comments\on alcohol and

\

drug usage. If substance abuse is present, t 1 e counselor

needs to specifically ask if there have been battering

incidents when the batterer has not been drinkisng or using

drugs. Onlythrough the additional questioning\cah the
\

counselor deteriline whether or not the man is battering sole-

e)

.ly when intoxicated. Sometimes this linelof que'stioinng re-

.

véals that even thobgh the offender is an alcoholic, he
,

C 1

-
batters both when drinking and when sober. It id important

that both problems be addressed directly. If thei,treatment

programs are separate ones, then they must be coordinated

carefully in order for each to reinforce and compl'ement the

approach of the other.

\

Psychosis

As the introduction to this manual states, batering is

not a mental illness. However,'some people who ar6 mentally

ill may also batter. Consequently, case assessment should

include a mental status examination.12 It is importa t to

evaluate the person for the possibility of psychosis. If

psychosis is present, it will interfere with behaviora con-

trols and cognitive functionimg. If the person hallucinates,

\
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it is difficult for him to participate in a counseling pro-

groin that requires him to be cognizant.of his daily reality.

Once the hallucinations are brought under control, then he

may benefit'from counseling for his battering behavior.

Needs of Victims

Some questions asked during the assessment phase seek in-

formation from the victim. If convenient for the victim, the

counselor should interview her directly. For a variety of

reasons, the victim may be unWilling or unable to be inter-

viewed. She should not be coerced into cooperating with the

offender's treatment. Vie interview should alwais be done

separately from the offender in order to obtain her complete

perceptions. During the interview, the counselor should
_

clarify that all the informaIion she provides is confidential

and that.it will not be given to her partner without her prior

consent. 11'.1 counselor must understand that misuse of such

The main purpose of the victim assessment is threefold:

(1) to gather information from her about the history of the

violence, (Z.) to assess her needs and to suggest appropriate

resources, and (3) to provide her with information about the

counseling program for her partner. Since the offenders may

minimize, deny, or sometimes report blackouts about the

battering episodes, the victim is a source of valuable data

for understanding the specifics of the batterer's violence

pattern. The counselor should,ask for the victim's'descrip-
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tions of the battering, ,her assessment of the lethality, her

,

understanding of her partner's behavior, and other background

information regarding the battering. To assess the victim''s

,needs, the counselpr-should-Inqui-re-about
her needs for safety,

shelter, legal or medical assistance, and counseling. At this

time, she should13e given information regarding the resources

available to assist her in meeting those needs.13 Often the
_

victim will have questions about the counseling approaches

used with the men who batter. This information tan be provid-
,

ed at this time or in later sesssionsi.

One caution - it ft crucial to keep in mindithat the

'purpose of the interview with the victim is to gather info'r-

mation about the offendpr's battering'behavior and to assess:

her needs. The purpose is never to evaluate if she "deserves"

to be beaten. Prior to the interview it must bp clear to the

offender,- to the victim, and,to the counielor that there is

no justification for battering,in a family.,

Sometimes the victim appears more psychologically dys-

functional than the man who batters. She May be severely

.depressed, highly anxious, paranoidj alcoholic, disoriented,

and even hysterical. .When encountering such victims, some

counselors-have attributed the "causer of the violence to

-these dysfunctions (-"If I had to live with her, I'd hit her

tool"). In doing that, the counselor ignores several factors:

(1) the "dysfunctions".present in the interview may actually

be functional copingaechanisms in a violent 'family, or (2)

6
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the dysfunctions may have resulted from chronic batterihg, or

(3) even if predatiag -his battering behavior,, they do not jus-

tify it.

History of Violence

Assessment of the batterer's violent experiences includes

information regarding the patterns of violence in the follow-
\

ipg relationships: (1) the batterer's current relatl.onship

with his victim(s), (2) his past relationships, and (I) his

relationships in family of origin (either biological, foster;,

or adoptive family). The questions the counselor asks s\hould

°

be systematically organized and seek descriptive answers in

order that both the Counselor and the client will' have det'liled

images of what triggers his vEolence, how angry he 1.$ at thOse

times, what he does,.how he stops, ana what he does afterwards.-

To obtain information about the man's patterns of vio-

lence in his current relationship, the counselor asks'the

client to describe each-of the three most recent epi-sodes-of

battering and, if not already mentioned, the worst episcide.

This description of each incident is structuredby asking spe-
,

cific questions about what was occurring prior to the,battering,

what physically occurred during the episode, and what happened

afterwards (how it stopped, who else got involved, impact on

the victim, impact on him, etc.). Sometimes I have the client

demonstrate what he did or report it as if'he were watching

a replay op T.V. 'It is important to have the client behavior-

aliy describe the events in order to reduce misperceptions

6 5 .
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-of what actually ocdprred. This assesment Procedure becomes

part of treatment. it confronts the client's,tendency to

minimize and deny a d provides

in counseling irthe*client

the Problem. Attth s time,

about violence outside the

friends, work associates,

their intimates and

Regarding past

data

later

it is

which will be used later

tries to minimize

also

or deny

important to inquire

telationship - other family members,
N /

gers. Some men batte, r 'onlyor st

some batter others as well.

relationships with intimates, questions

should be directed to obtain similar, but less detailed infor-,

mation. For each previous intimate,relationship, inquiries

'should be made about the following: what . battexiflg occurred;

.at what point it appeared in the relatidnship; and its fre-

,

quency,_severity,and _impact on the relationsh±P-i Some bio-

graphical data on each of those relatiohships (How long were

theytogether? children? marital status?) should be gathered.

About 75-percent of the men that I have counseled have battered

in at least one other.significant relationship. Of the 25

percent who have not, most had-hot-had significant relation-

ships prior to the cUrrent,relationship.

Understanding-the batterer's history of viole ce also

requires making inquiries about violence in the man family

of origin. Questions are asked to determine if.there was any

battering, and if so who was doing it to whom, and in what

'form. As mentioned before, many of the men who batter were
o

batteredas children or witnessed abuse, and yet they do not

make a connection betWeeh that experience and their battering
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behavior. The assessment process and later.discussion of the

information-gathered assists the man in making that connection.

These early*experiences do not justify his current violence

and behavior/ but they clarify two points which are crucial

in treatment: (1) he learned his abusive behavior and (2) it

is within hiS power to make the changes necessary to relate

intimately without violence.

Intellectual and lieurological Assessment

The asdessment prOCess includes an evaluation of intel-

lectual and neurologiaal functioning for three reasons.

First, the counseling.process is based on a learning model

and consequently it is important to know the strengths am,

s weaknesses of the client's intellectual abilities. In this

way, the qounseling can'be individualized to maximize the

client's strengths in learning. For example, if the evalua-

tion indicates that the indiOdual has severe limitations in
9

reading skills, then writtr materials should be carefully

selected or avoided and other strategies for learning shoula

be emphasized.

Second, learning disabilities or brain damage may be

contributing significantly to the indiyidual's stress. .While

stress is not causing the violence, an awareness of the cause

of the stress often allows ghe client to reduce his stress

and, in turn, to have more control over his violent behavior.

Third, since there are rare cases of violence being

symptomatic of neurological disease, this possibility should

6 "i
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be evaluated to determine the most effectkmintervention for

that individual.

One caution in doing the neurological assessment - limi-

. ted or no memury'is coNmon among those who batter and it is

not a good.index for brain,damage. AssessmdEEE6? ain

damage is. based on an evaluation of a c fiplex set of symptoms,

With lack of memory for an'event being nly one of them:.

otilpr symptoms to consider are .....:onscibdsness, seizure,

physical symptoms preceding rage (nausea, smells, etc.) and

history of trauma to the head.14 If the evidence suggests
.

brain damage, then the client should be referred for a.more

4
4

complete neuro?.ogical exam using standard testing (Halstead-

Reitan Hattery) and medical testt.

. Standardized Tests

Sometimes, for clinical and/or research purposes,

additiónal assessment may be done with standardized tests.

The prOgram at Americankake V. A. Med&cal Center routinely

0.

uses the Minnesota Multiphastic personality Inventory (MMPI)

and the Shipley Institute of I:iving Scale. The first is a'

personality measure and the second is a short evaluation of

intellectual functioning. The MMPI has been helpful in

evaluating possible psychosis and other personality factors.

The use of standardizedmeasures will vary from program to

program. As with any assessment,Nthe decision to use standard-
.

ized, tests should'be inade with a careful consideration of the

counseling program's goals, the purpose of the testing, and
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the availability of resources to carry out and make use of

such teSting. Too often test information is gathered but

never used. Since testing takes time for both clients and

staff, the decisio to include it in the assessment phase

should be intentional. If testslare given, the results

should be explained to the client.

FORMAT FOR ASSESSMENT: PHABES I AND II

During the first two.assesiment phases, a great deal of'

information.is gathered which is used throughout treatment.

To facilitate the information-gathering process, I use a

structured interview to system4ically collect and reCord the

,information. I personally spend two to-three hours with

assessment interviewing. The standardized testing is adminis-

tered (tWo to three hours) and interpreted by our staff. When

groups are used tor the treatment, the first two phases of

assessment are carried odt in indvidual sessions prior to the

indiv*-dual starting"group treatment sessions.

a
PHASE III: ONGOING ASSESSMENT THROUGHOUT TREATMENT

Throughout treatment, both,clients and counselors con-
.

tinue to review the counseling process and the changes that A

occur. Because of the continuing risk of violence to others 4

or self, the lethality factor must be evaluated in every

session. Furthermore, both counselors and clients need to

monitor attitudes, emotions, and behaviors fOr improvement.

Having the goal and objectives of counseling clearly understood

by all provide6 the measures for this continuing assessment.
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/

To e aluate "succes4," I want to know how the min re-
/

sponds to those stressors which in the past typicallic triggered

his batte'ing. Does he use constructive approache to manage

his emoti nal response? Does he express his thou hts and

feelings onstructively? es he stop his batteing?
i \

SucI4 an evaluation is based on information from several
1

sources. First, his self eport of incidents clutside of

1

/

treatment are reviewed. e should be able to describe in

7
detail at.he is doing i such situations. tf he.is-vague,

it is highly likely that he is minimizing or denying his

feelings and behavior. Second, his activiti s in the treat-

ment group provide info mation on how he ex resSes his anger

\ -

and other emotions in r lationships. Third1, the evaluation

needs to include inform tion about him from others (the.victim,

probation officer, etc. All this inforiltation is pooled to-

gether t monitor his ch nges in behavior. :Progress May be

observed in alterations i attitudes and emotions, but ulti-
,

mately measured by h\is behavioral chan'ges that eliminate

all forms of battering beh vior.

7



SECTION IV

TREATMENT,FOR MEN WHO BATTER

There is a great deal of variability in counseling pro-

grams for men who batter. The variability manifests itself

in techniques being used by counselors, and it stems from

differences in Philosophies, in clients being served, in the

skills of the therapist's, and in the resources available to

%

the programs. At this time, there is no one model for success.

However, while there is,a lot of diversity in tfie strategies

that are currently used to counsel men who batter, there are

some important Similarities among effective prograMs.These

similarities are discussed in this section.

The following discussion of counse ing begins with a

review of these important features: a clear treatment goal,

client accountability, use of confrontation techniques, a

psycho-educational program orientation, a stru'tured format,

a directive role for the counselor, and use of a group format.

This review is illustrated with examples from my clinical

practice, but these crucial features gert'ainly are not unique

to the program at the American Lake V.A. Medical Center.

A CLEAR 'AND CONSISTENT GOAL,

Each counseling program for men who batter needs to have

the clear and consistent godl of edding the bottering (see

Section II). The problems ond needs of those who batter are

often overwhelming, and there are often rapid changes in the

-63-
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emotional states of these men. In the early stages of counsel-

ing, each session can be marked by a major crisis from the

client's daily life. The stated goal gives the counselor and

client a framework for understanding these crises, for develop-

ing specific strategies for change, and for measuring progress.

Without a clear goal, which focUses on the violence, both the

i

t

client' and counselor become imme' n the chaos of multrsed iple

,-

therapeutic issues, and the battering continues.

CLIENT ACCOUNTABILITY

Inherent in effective counseling of these clients is

the client's, 'accountability for.his behavior throughout treat-

ment. BecauSe the man who batters tends to externalize his

feelings, he will hold others responsible for all ills happi-

ness as well as .'for all his-failures. Change occurs only as

he learns,that he has the responsibility and the poWer to con-

trol his behavior. At first he is held ail.countable by others,

including counselors, Courts, other family members, members

of his counseling grOup, etc.

In treatment, he is held responsible for his violent

e, behavior, for what he does in the counseling sessions, and for

what he does between sessions. There are various techniques

for impressing that sense of.responsibility on him. In my own

work with clients, homework is regularly assigned. It is al-

ways reviewed in the next session and there are negative conse-

quences for incomplete work.
>

a

Alsor while I strongly support,the batterer's ariciPa-

7 -/
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tion in therapy, I will not interfere with his receiving the

full legal consequences of his violent behavior. For example,

if a man-abuses his spouse while in a court-mandated counsel-
,

ing program, I recommend.that the court rule on the basis of

his abusive or violent behavior et home or in his community,

and not on the basis of his participation in therapy. Once

he has started a court-mandated counseling program; it is

codnter-productive to let him use counseling as a way to

avoid the legal consequenes of his actions. He can avoid

legal consequences by changing his behavior.

Eventually the client's sense of responsibfiity for telf

,needs to become Internalized. The client develops a more

internally based system of accountability as be experiences

others holding him accountable and as he experiences success

and the positive results of making changes in his behavior.

On occasion, my counseling philosophy of holding the man

totally responsible for the battering has been challenged by

other therapistt. Some attribute at least partial, if not

all, responsibility for the violence to the victim or to a

spedial set of i.rcumttances. One difficulty I have with

that position is that it implies that change will come only

when the victim changes or the system is "fixed" and it fails

to recognize that, in all cates, it is necessary for the

batterer-to alter his behavior (see "Causes of Battering" in

Section I. Om the other hand, viewing the man as responsible

for his behavior'conveys that he has the ability and tools

a

'7 a
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within him for successful change. Therapeutically, that is a

powerful message,to communicate to him and it is one of the

most-effective antidotes to his feelings of being out of

cont&l.

USE OF CONFRONTATION

Ode feature which seems characteristic _s)f all effective

counseling programs for men-who batter is the use of confron-

tation techniques. Due to the batterer's tendency to minimize

or deny his violent behavior, it is trucial to confront him .

with the reality of what he is doing and how it impacts Kis

life and the lives of others. It is difficult for cthe batterer

to change when he does not'recognize the need for or the possi-

bility of change. At one point or another-during counseling,

the batterer will need to be confronted about the battering

,
itself, his,minimizations or denial of it, his impulsivity,

and other self-destructive characteristics. This confrontation

is more successful when it is done.matter of factly and with

specific examples.

Counselors should strive to avoid verbal attacks on or

persecution of the batterer, done under a guise of confronta-

-4 tion. The man's defenses do not need to be "torn away."

Usually'the batterer already has a history overloaded with

emotional abuse. What.he needs is experiences of constructive

confrontation. Eucn direct.confrontation needs to be combined

,
with support for,his struggles to change and with recognition

of Ls already exist,ing strengths.

7



Confrontation is-best accomplished incounseling groups.

In these groups, the men are challenged by their peers. They

often resp.ond more positively to comments from peers than

:-
they do to comments from a counselor. Also, in groups, the

men have an opportunity to,learn and demonstrate their own styles

in confronting others appropriately. This increases self-

esteei. In order to be more internallydirected, they need

to develop skills in realistically assessing themselves and

others. Their experiences in giving constructive criticism

and receiving feedback in the group will assist them in

developing those self-asseasment skills.

PSYCHO-EDUCAl'IONAL APPROACHES

Another element common to effective counseling programs

is a psycho-educational program orientation. With this

orientation, battering is viewed as learned behavior, and

consequently, educational approaches are used to bring about

necessary changes in be'havior. Session4S, whether group or

indiViduala, are teaching/learning sessions, which utilize

educational strategies in a therapeutic settin§. (These

programs are less likely to use the traditional insight-

oriented approaches of reflection, interpretation, etc.)

During treatment sessions, information is provided, concepts

are discussed, and new skills are taught and practiced by

clients. The language of some programs reflects the emphasis

on teaching/learning new skills, with sessions being called

"classes" and the men,being given "homework" assignments.

7 5
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Various teaching aids'(blackboards, movies, slide shows, role

plays, etc.) are also often employed.

STRUCTURED 'FORMAT ANDJARECTIVE COUNSELOR ROLE

As expected in a psycho=educational program, therapy

sessions are structured and the counselor takes a directive

role. Men who batter gain more from a counselor-structured

session than from a clientcentered session. Batterers are

Often.anxious about relating to others; Usually they are not

self-reflective, self-disclosing, or

tend to flounder ana eventually drop

therapies.

self-motivated. They

out of nondirective

The counselor needs tb be an active teacher, both in

providing information as well,as in being a role model,

demonstrating the skills necesgary to be nonviolent. The

counselor needs to set limits and, when using a,group format,

to facilitate interactions among group members. As therav

progresses, the counselor can take a less directive role.

Eventually, the clients will take more responsibility for the

structure of the sessions.

USE OF GROUPS

More and more programs for men who batter are using

group formats for.counseling. In addition to being cost

effective in terms of staff utilization, group.counseling is

often the treatment of choice for these clients. Based on my

six years of using both group and individual modalities with

76
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these ment I have found that men who batter progress faster

in grouathan in individual therapy.

The group provides,a place where a batterer can decrease

his isolation and his dependency on the victim. In the group,

-he learns to make connections with his peers and to develop

the interpersonal skills_necessary to meeting his own needs

Constructively. He has instant peer role models for change,

as well as the opportunity to be a positive role model for
,

others. Groups are more successful in confronting denial,

as well as in giving support, once changes in behavior begin.

One client illustrates the power of group counseling._,

Due to schedule conflicts, I had been seeing him individually .

for several months. While he had made progress and had not

battered, he continued to have a great deal of difficulty

managing his anger and coping with stress. At the core of

his problems.was his inability to disclose any personal

information about himself to anyone other than a therapist.

.With his wife of many yeczrs, he also refusad'to discuss

anything he defined as.personal. Since he labeled all his

thoughts and feelings about himself and others as personal,

his conversations were limited to comments on sports and

cars. In two months of individual sessions and role playing,

he would not even tell a friend about his reaction to a movie

or his feelings about his wife's illness. Against his vehement

protests, he was assigned to a group. Within one week, he

had disclosed as much about himself in.the group as he had in

77
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all of the prior individual sessions Within two weeks, he

had successfully discussed personal issues with his spouse

and with two friends. The group gave him the opportunity to

express thousghts that he feared to express to individuals and

with that success and the support of his peers, he was able

to transfer that change in behavior to other appropriate

situations in his life.

There should be)two leaders for each therapy group of

eiga to ten men. Because of the multiple issues presented

and the need to maintain structure by taking'an active role,

it is often very difficult for one person to facilitate a

therapy group for men who batter. Prior to the first session,

decisions should be made about the selection of clients, the-
.

group norms, structure of the sessions, goals, and objectives.
c,

At least one of the leaders should have group counseling

skills.and both,should be able to comtunicate clearly with

each other and the clients. I believe that it is important

that leaders be aware of counteling issues that are linked

with gender differences. However, it is more Important that

counselors be knowledgeable about bat-tering than that they

be men or women.
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SECTION V

ONE MODEL COUNSELING ,PRbGRAM FOR MEN WHO SATTER

In order to illustrate how the condepts presented in the-
.

,

Fvededing sectilon areaPplied, I *ill describe 1-le Domestid

0
Assault Progra0 at American Lake V. A. Medical Center. The

counseling appioaches and formats used there have undergone

many chahges in the past seven years. priginally and other

staff.viewed-battering as being symptomatic,of the individualis-
t

underlyin4 pathology. I 'thought that therapy, which concen-
.

trated on impaCtyg the persdnality structure of the indivi-
t 4'

dual, would be Successful in stopping the battering. After

two and a half years of doing one-tb-one individual therapy,'

Dr. Lance Harris and I designed and co-directed a pilot Pro-

a

ject for men who batter. This counseling project involved a

four-week residential treatment program. While the progtam

operated only a few monthS-and involved only a few men, it

- as one of the first attempts to_use social learning theory

approaches with men wtio batter.

The program focused on stopping the battering and develop-

ing constructiNie alternatives to stress,rather than on the

personality structures of the men involved. The violence was

seen as a behvioral problem. manifested in a wide range of

personality types. The residentjal program used groups as the

main therapeutic modality. TSe residential pilot project

ended and the Domestic Assault Program was transferred'to the

-71-
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nonresidentiar-Netinl-of the Mental Hygiene Clinic in the

V. A. Center. While the basic philosophy of that early resi-

dential Program was. retained, the group format was,temporarily

dropped.1 For a time, counseling-was carried out via indi-

vidual sessions for the men. Now the progrgm involves a
N,

1...S.Pmblnatión of
individual,sessions for assessment and group

session§ for orientation and treatment. Clients live in their

own communities and attend the weekly counseling session§ at

the

ASSESSMENT

During the assessment pha§e, the men-are given a brief

overvreW oi the nrogram. They at.---rea-ssured that they can

change their batteripg behavior if they become actively in-

volved in the rogrn.They are told that they can expect

\to be in counseling for =a year and that while.this program

'requires a lot of work from :ehem, they will notice some

changes after the first few sessions. They are cautioned

that they may want to drop out after a couple of weeks when

Jley notice some changes; 1it if they do, they will return

to battering. 5he lethal nature of battering is stressed.;

anc regardless of what they' may be,'all internál motiVaiions

for seeking tre-Ettent are nurtured.

THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS DURING ASSESSMENT

As' noted earlierthel.sessions used for assessment are

also part of the therapeutlic process. During these interviews,
1
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the counselor attempts to develop a,therapeutic relationship

with the client by identifying his feelings 'and giving support

/
to his desire to th-ance his behavior. At the same time,

counselor points out the client's responsibility for his

battering 8ehavior in order to decrease his sense of bein

"out of control." In this phase, the client frequently'

perceives 1.1mself as having lost control. He may talk about

"losing his temper," "goingover the, edge," etc. In doin§

this, he imai, be either attempting to justify his actions or

he may genuinely perceive himself as being out of control.

'Often, he is frightened of those feelings.

the

. .

In order to counter the client's fear that he is out of

control, it may be helpful for the counselor to outline,
i

specifically, the ways that the client exhibitedicontrol during
1

a violelt episode. For example, one man who said he got so

mad that he lost control, later commented that' he hit his wife

- I

only with an open hand. When asked Why, he exclaimed that he

was taught never to "slug a woman." Even when Pte was "so mad,"
,

he obeyed some internal n rms about hitting womn. Pointing
I

this out confronted his migp rception that he hfri totally lost

i

control of himself. Once the batterer acknowledges that he has
A

some control over his behaviors during the violent incidents,

then he has begun the process of taking full responsibility

for what he does during the eptsodes.

TIME-OUT PROCEDURE

In the first counseling session, the batterer,is taught
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I.

,an alternative to physical violence, the "time-out" pro-

f'
cedure. During the program he will learn others, but the

time"-out procddure is the one which is the simnlest for him

to apply in anrsituation. The manis told that his main

task from session to session is to stay battering-free. He

is inatructed to leave any situation where he experien,...:s

his'anger 'building and wh6re 'he may be in danger of batter-

ing. He is instructed',to leave immediately. Sometites the

client is aware that he is gertting angry, but continues to

argue rather than leave. He says that he cannot "run trod.

'his problems." This man is told that his.sole job at that

point is to avoid bitting anyone. He,is told to get phys-

ically away froiri the potential viCtim by going into the next

room, leaving the house, or whatever. He is to engage in a

/physical aCtivitl%hich will reduce his physical arousal,

such as a'brisk walk or running. 16 He is to avoid all

dillegs and alcohol, since they may decrease his cbntrols.

Also, he is to avoid driving any vehicles. Many accidents

occur where drivers are in 'a rage.

the man'is inlftructed to use the time-outs to mentally

calm himself. This means that he should not mentally i.eview

each nuance sc4 the argument aince he is likely to become more

enraged. Sometites he will have.to be given instructions on

how to fo,9us his cognitive activities during the time-out.

For example, one tan, who jogged around a lake whenever he

got angry, found himself tiied but'furious at the end of the
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run. It turned o t that during the rUn he would tan,tasize

".06ut, the many wa!iss he would kill his victim. Instead of

those cognitiOns, he Was told to focus his attention on hi_s,

---,breathing-i-7-hotrhTe-Muscles felt, the feeling of the rain or'fhis
-t

face, etc. TheSe instructions game him a way to temporarily

block anger-prOducing images, and he discovered that his runs

\

made him more relaXed. The time-out instructions also state

that if the mi-n returns home to find his anger rising, then,he

tot.

is to repeat the time-out procedure. If0he'dOe this several

times he evgntuiili, becomes too tired to hatter.
-

,
In teaching the time-out procedure, it is.,important to ,

acknowledge that this doeg not resolve interpersonal conflicts.

Techniques for doing that come later in the counseling- Eirocess.

The first task As tO end the battering:

Whenever possible, tIle victim needs to be told exactly

what the time-out procedure is and its purpose. Sometimes I

terl the woman abOut time-outs and explain how they fit into

the whole-counseling prOgram. Sometimes the man tells her and

encoUrages-her.tO telephone me if.she has further questions.

, It is, important for the man to avoid blaming his spouse for

sabotaging his time-oust procedures. If he is committed to

.doing it', he can find ways to accomplish tbis.constructively.
,

It is hls responsibility both to ideltify his own anger and

to take immediate action. Sometimes the man wants his spouse

to signal him when a time-out is necessary or for her to
,

identify his anger an'd then withdraw. He, and not his wife,17

83
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rList take the responsibility for time-out or he will later

blame her fo .s-violence-by-sayinL she signal him

q in time or lea,e soon enough.,

'ORIENTATION GROUP

_

\

Counseling for men who batter utilizes m6y psycho-

\
educational approaches, and a significant part\of the therapy

1

I

,

involves givingtinformation. Thelcounseling gr7ps at Ameiican

Leke V. A. Medical Center are open ended, and n w individuals

join the Ongoing groups frOm tim to time. In crder to min-
\ I ;

imize the gaps in information sh red between mem ers new to

-

.

the group and those in the group' several weeks, separate

,

orientation phase is held for newcomers.
,

1

Any time there are two or thore'mem who have ompleted

the assessment phase, two orientation "classes" (wo hours

each) are condubted for these filrl prior to their eptering
1

I

the treatment group. As in all sessiong, lethalitr is

.../
i

. .

assessed csee SECTION III), an fl there is a check to see if

any.battering has occurred since the last session. the
/

therapeutic objectives of these two classes are; (1) to re-

inforce the client's responsibility fók his behavicr and hisf.

I

use of time-outs, (2) to reinforce his participat4 in
,

I

counseling, (3) to facilitate .his connections to ot er group

members, (4) to encourage self-disclosure, and (5) to intro-
(

duce cOncepts used in treatthent:

Session A of the orientation phase, there are group

presenations and discussions on the following: the defini-

,

a
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tions of battering, its causes and_consequences,

ence between anger and battering, and some information on

anger management. As battering and its four form's'are

\

-- described, each-man is asked -to-give examples ,of how he has

battered. This self-disclosure and sharing of information

provides group members with personal details about each other

which stresses their commonalities and begins a sense of

connectedness. Also, this kind of structured activity re-

_duces the batterer's tendency to deny and minimize. Later,

if a member again tries to minimize his violence, group

members have some data to use to confront-him.

Group cohesion is further enhanced by a group discussion

of the causes of violence and individuals' reflections of

where they learned their own battering behavior., Some men

react,to these discussions of battering with a great deal of

guilt and others may actually enjoy talking about the batter-

ing. At this stage of treatment, it is helpful for the group

leaders to note which men have which response and direct the

discussion forward so that neither emotional response domi-

nates the group discussion.

Next,othe leader introduces into discussion groups the

teTic of rnnoequancps of violent behavior, and usually by

this point the men can list in detail various consequences

of their battering. One technique fhe leader can use is to

list on a blackboard or newsprint, for future reference, the

consequenceis of battering to the offender, to the victim, and

85
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the-batterer-Ls-rela-t-icm-sh-i-p-with-the-vi-c-tim-.--Thbri-the-

group is asked to describe the difference between anger

(emotion) and battering (behavior). For many of the men,

there is a lot of confusion about the two and many,batterers

dannot distinguish between them. Certain questions can lead

the group toward understanding the difference between anger

and battering, such as-"can you be angry and not batter?"

The discussion of .anger vs. battering will go in several

different directions depending, on the group. It is important

to establish that the two are distinct and that counseling

wil.L address each. They will learn alternatives to battering

and learn ways to manage the intensity of their anger since

they are less likely to-batter when the.level of anger is low.

Since Session A is orientation, it-is helpful to focus the

discussion of anger on these points even though more informa-

tion will be introduced later in treatment ses'sions. If the

men have not already mentioned it in ta discussion, I note

that usually battering is their attempt to gain tontrol over

their feelings by taking control of a ISerson or situation.

Then I refer theM back to their list of the negative conde-
, -

quences of battering and point out that, in the long run,

they usually end up being more out of control. This leads

to introducing the concept that our counseling program will

assiit them in being more in control of themselves without

having to batter another.

Having a supportive tone in these initial -sessions is
r..
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very important. Often the men are highly'anXious. With

leaders structuring these group sessions so that:each member

participates, their anxiety will decrease enough for them to

become involved in discussions. Session A may be closed with
_

a thirty-minute relaxation exercise. I use a tape recording

of a Jacobionian progressive relaxation exercise. At this

stage of treatment, the men attain more relaxation from exer-

cises that focus on the muscle groups than from those using

fantasy. As 'they become more skilled in relaxing themselves,

they may also benefit from relaxation exercises which use

guided fantasies.

Session B starts with a routine check to see if any

battering occurred since the prior'Session. Then the group,

with minimal assistance from leaders, is ,expected to recall

the information presented in the last session. Those who do

4

not remember are expected to take,notes in future sessions.

This cOnveys to group partióipantsthat they are responsible

for all material covered in grodps.

Session B then goes on with a presentation and discussion

on the characteristics of men who batter. I review that list

one by one and have each man illustrate each characteristic by

an example from his own life. This increases self-disclosure

amOng group members and it allows'the leaders to clarify any

misunderstandings about a particular concept. The men are

given as much information about thordynamic's of battering and

are encouraged to apply concepts to themselves as qarly as



possible in counseling. This increases self understanding

and establishes a common language for group discussions.

For example a presentafion and group discussion about the

tendency of batterers to minimize and deny the violence gives

group participants a framework for monitoring that tendency

in themselyes.

Since anger-management is the main focus of the beginning

stages of the counseling program, a significant portion of

Session B is devoted to that topic. By this time, group mem-

5ers understand the need to control their anger. There ts'a
0

tendency at first for them to think that counseling will

eliminate their anger entirely. The leaders clearly state

that anger is natural and normal and their main,problem is

to learn what to do about it. While it is true that their

anger masks other feelings 'and sometimes stems from irrational

beliefs, tt'ese issues ire not introduced Until much later in

therapy. Counselors often move too quickly to confronting

the batterer's anger and to pressing him to change it. Such

a premature move can result in the client Aropping out of

counseling. At this stage, the,focus of the counseling

group should be on how the participants show anger and how

they can.keep the level low enough to peevent battering.

Usually, bv this time, the men have realized that their

anger level has something to do with what they think or say

to themseisies about situations, and is not only coming frOm

the external stimuli.
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One of the major vehicles used irk the treatment groups

is the anger log. In Session B the basic aspects of the anger

log are outlined and the first assignment is given. The re-

minder of the session is spent reviewing the expectations
-------------------- \

and structure of the ongoing therapy group (see Appendix C).

If there is sufficient time, another structured relaxation

exercise' is ,offered.

ANGER LOG

\

The anger log is a strUctured written homework exercise
\

that is used throughout the treatment process at American Lake

V. A. Medical Center. While there is nothing magical in this

particular technique to guarantee an ena to battering, it does

provide a systematic vehicle for addressing many issues which

are'common to batterers. The log grew out of my readings on

cognitive restructuring and my experiences in doing assertive

skillS training. I will describe the log and how it is used,.

but I encourage readers to develop their own tools. I readily

acknowledge that, in addition'to this log, I use other tech-

niques which this manuar will-no't describe and'the men's

success -stems from the combination of several techniques and

their own motivation. However, this technique provides a

a
starting poin.t.

,When first assignea, the :anger: lcgvdbeks informati,,n,

listed in four columns, about the men's experiences with

anger. Each week in treatment they are asked to record
. .

three, incidents of anger. For each episode, they are asked

§i9
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to record in the first,column of their log the "trigger" of

their anger. A trigger is defined as the event in their ex-

ternal environment that first initiated their response of

anger. It may be something someone did or said. Since many

of the men externalize their feelings and Often attribute-

their anget to some external cause, they usually are able to

identify tti9gers without difficulty.

It is important that the triggers be specific descrip-

tioni of an event rather than an evaluation of it. For

example, one man wrote that ihe trigger to one violent epi-

sode was "kids bothering me." 'With some direction from the

counselor, he pinpointed. the trigger as "kids yelliri§ and

throwing toys at the dog." While it is true that it was-his

cognieion of that event as being a bother to him which re-

sulted in anger, at this point he is asked to specify the

trigger just in terms of the external event. This distinction

becomes crucial later to help him distinguish between his

interpretations of events and his anger response. In the

next column, 'the anger level'in response to each violent

event is rated on a scale of l'to 10 with r being "a little

bit irritated" and 10 being "a rage". This is totally a sub7

jective report.

In the third column, the client is to record the "self

talk" he does at the time, which escalates his angert Self

talk is what he is thinking or even yelling in response to

the event. For the preceding example, he might recovd "those
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damn kids! They never give a damn about me. They know I'm

sleeping. They never listen to me..." At first, a man may

deny that he says or even thinks about anything, but with

some examples from the leader or another group member, he

Often becomes more-aware of his -cOgnitions about what triggers

his violent reaction. Counselors should underscore ,he ways

that self talk escalates anger and the power that self talk

can have either exacerbating or diminishing anger.

In the fourth column, clients are asked td record state-
.

ments they can say to themselves that will bring their anger'

down. In geneeating the self talk for the fourth 'column,-

three rules should be followed:

1. The Statements must begin with an "I" statement_
_

emo ional response to the event. Examples

of-emotions m5ght be hurt, anger, disappofntment,

anxiety, fear, joy, etc. For example, a man might

record "I'm furious!"

2. Statements after the feeking statement should be

ones that reduce the client's anger.and ones which

are consistent with the facts of the event. Con-
.,

sequently, he could not generate a statement that

implies,that,the children were not yelling or throw-

ing toys when they were.

3, The angerreducing.statements must also be consistent

with intetnal perceptions of the events. The client

could not write that yelling does not'bother him

when it (Ides.

t 5
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The client may generate general statements to de-escalate

his anger, iuch as "I am angry, but I am not going to blow my

top." Or he may generate statements that are more specific

to the event, such as "I am angry, but I'll take five minutes

.
to cool down and then I will tell the kids no TV tonight and

tell them to- go to their rooms." For the preceding example,

the log would be structured as folIovis:

TRIGGER LEVEL
ANGER UP
SELF TALK

_

ANGER ADOWN
SELF TALK.

kids
yelling 6

"Those damn kids!
They think I'm a
pushover."

"I'm angry at the
yellin, but I'do
not have to blow
my top this eime..."

Typically, it takes some practice over a few weeks for

new clients to be able to record accurately, usi,ng all fvr

columns. They get content of columns reversed or become con-

fused about the distinctions between the columns. Eventually,

the new clients learn from the leaders and from men who have

participated in the counseling progtam for a longer time

period.

Working on the log and reviewing the logs in group pro-

vide group members with information on.how to understand what

.

triggers their anger. Information in each column in the anger-

log can be the source of various learning experiences. From

column one, a batterer learns wnat xinas of events trj.d

His violent reactions. After several weeks of recording,

various patterns emerge. The batterer Cannot help but notice .
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that the patterns may differ for other group members. This

can lead to discussions about problem-solvig.activities or

about the possible irrational expectations the client has of

himself or others.'

Reviewing column two of the anger log in grodps can re-

veal who is having difficulty identifying low levels of anger,

which,in turn build to explosions,.and-who is respondinor'to

most eventi with rages. Sometimes men in the group have

difficulty' rating their anger levels, which can lead to a-

discussion.of'how these men'can identify the.physi al,

emotional, verbal, and mental 'bigns that indicate that they

are getting angry.

Column three of the anger log provides a diagram of cog-
,

nitions about the events listed in column one. After several-

weeks of recording, vaiious themes will appear in these cog-

nitions. Common themes which arise.are feelings of inade-

quacy and persecution and feelings of being out of control.
__-

These then can be discussed in,group.

Column four illustrates to group members that they can

impact their own emotions as well as behaviors which results
0

in increased self-esteem. The three rules for generating

self talk in column four lay a foundation for developing

assertive communication skills.'

As members of the group become comfortable and are more

effectively able to use these fOur columns-of-the anger log,

other columns can be Added dependingyon the needs and issues

4,4
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of the clients. .For example-, fter a few week\s, 4 man who
-

Te'views'his log ma,spontaneously report, "Well I wasn't

really angry, I,yas..."' At 6lis point he has Started to

identify other feelings which may have been maSked earlier
4

by his anger. fifth column labeled "other feelings" cdn

be added.to his log.

ONGOING TREATMENT 'GROUP

The Ongoing ereatment grout; cbmposed of two.leade s

and six to eight men. It begins with an intrOduction of

group mettbers and a welcome to any new membls. A check for '

battering is done for each group member. Then am agenda of,..

that session is listed. Each member, using issues from tfie

anger log, identifies both the topic he wants to'aiscuss and

the amount of group time he wants allotted to it. If the

counSeiors have a topi d. to present to the group, that topic is

alsodisted on the agenda. The agenda is used to guide the
,

discussion of the group. Frequently, there are overlapping

issUes for the men, so the agenda does not have to be-dgidly

followed. Most of/our groUps are composed of men who have

.been paticipants'in-the treatment program,for varying lengths

of time. Thus,*group members are,at different points in the

.pro§ram. Leaders need to track those differences in order '

a

that issues relevant td eparticular.individual are raised;

bviously, the group needs to be facilitatea in such a way

that group-members ae'a'poSitiveresource to each other.

*40 , -
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SECTION VI

THERAPEUTIC ISSUES AND OTHER.CONSIDERATIONS

This section looks at.some of the therapeutic issues

Which appear when counseling men_who batter, ds well as some
\

oof the problems-staffs face in preventing staff burnout and

in coordinating community agencies to respond to family

violence.

THERAPEUTiC ISSUES

!
,

.
Some,of therapeutic issues that counselors must'consider

I ,

,
,

are'questions of strategy: Is court-mandatedcounseling for

I
.

/ batterers effective? In working with batterihg client* is
r

iventilation of anger therapeutic? How does the counselor
, _...

. ,

deal witt a recurrerice of battering behavior during treatment?

..\ 1

When.is the client ready to be terminated from, the program

and what kind of'follow-up contact is needed?' Other issues

4

spring from the cultural; ethnic, and religous variables,
o

which crents bring to a counseiing program.

I.

Court-Mandated Counseling

Coyrt-Mandated counseling is therapeutic for battering

men who i.nimize or externalipe their'feelings and Act impul-

sively. "In I.er to cut through the mah's 'denial of his

batterinç behavior and to counteract his' impulsive

he mdy.iltitial,ly require-a consitent ard external mot/ivator,
,

both for him to start and then to stay/in a counselinti pro-
,

gram.
IL

-.^
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Typically, in the'past, the victim has been expectea,

to-fulfill that role by consistently refusing contact until'

the batterer gets counseling, etc. Social service staff

often advise the victim to stay separated, to divorce her

husband, etc., as a tActid to thotivate the batterer to get

treatment.18 While t e !potterer, indeed, may need a con-
/

sistent and external otivator, it is unrealistic to expect '

a person,who is in cri is, as the viCtim is, to be thot pri-

motivator. A primary characteristic of a person in.

dir sis, such as the victim, is inconsistency.

0(1 It is more effectiYe for the community vda-its courtS

to assume that motivating role, which is needed intially by

many men- who'bOtter. In order to remain battering-free,

these men must eventually accept responsibility for their

battering, be more dnternaily directed, and be less impulsive.

Court-mandated counseling,simply provides these men with the

opportunity to begin to change their violent behavior -- an

opportunity which some would not-otherwise take.

Ventilation

,
Ventilation,is a counseling technique widely used in

many:therapeutic approaches. The client is encouraged to

express fujly:the emotions he is exPeriencing. Depending on

the orientation of the counselor, ventilation may be facili-.

toted through the client's talkilr or through his active use

of his body to convey his emotions (beAting pilloltis, fighting

9
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with batacas (foam bats), hitting punching bags, etc.) Based

1
on the Catharsis theory, the purpose of ventilation is for the

client to release and therefore eliminate pent-up emotions in

a controlled environment. In theory, this frees the client

to take positive action.

Howeve, in working with men who batter, there is a ques-

tion as to whether ventilation of anger can be .considered

therapeutic. The research of Bandura.see Appendix A) suggests

that certain ventilation techniques, such as sttiking objects,

increase aggression rather than decrease it: Clinical experi-
,

ence with these clients also challenge.s the efficacy of venti-

lation of anger ap a therapeutic tool. It is important to

.keep in mind that, in general, these men do not have trduble

expressing or ventilating their.anger. Rather, the problem

is in the way tfiey express anger, i.e. violence. It is des-

tructive to both the batterer and the victim. Sometimes

counselors have encouraged the men to "get all the ange0 r out,"

mist'akenly believing that once depleted it would nett return.

Since the men are well practiced at expressing their anger,

therapy should involve techniques and issues other than venti7

lation.

Recurrence of Battering During Treatment

Sometimes, while in a treament program, a man will batter

again. This reappearance of the batteing behavior is a major

issue, which must be addressed by the counselors, other group
P

members, and the man himself. Since a basic tenet of working

97
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with batterers who enter'the counseling piogrgm is account-

.

ability, it is important for the counselors to anticipate

the possibility of a recyrring.violent episode and to develop

esponse strategies which reinforce the client's feelings of

responsibility for his behavior.

The men-in treatment are more likely to abuse their spouses

by psychblogical battering than bY physical or sexual batter-

ing. In our program at the American Lake V. A. Medical Center,

only a very small percentage of men have physically or sex-

ually battered after Vile first session and while still in

treatment. Another equally small sample battered by destroy-

ing property (one episode for each man.) However, the

majority of the men who had contact with their vic.tims did
\\

continue battering psychologically. The frequency and

severity of the psychological battering decreased as the men

piogressed in counseling. These experiences suggest that it

is easier to eliminate the physical battering than the psy-

chological.

Our experiences atothe V. A. Medical Center have re-

sulted in certain expectations about the batterer's ability

to change his behavior. From the first interview onithe

client is expected to remain free of any physical and sexual

battering. Our respone strategy to each of the men who did

abuse again varied according to our knowledge of the individual

and his circumstances. Variables that we consider are the

violence in the past and whether or not the client voluntarily

96
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participates in the program or is mandated to the program by
>

court.

For instance, one man who was court-ordered to treat-

ment was returned to be jailed by the court. Another was

told to arrange a temporary separation from his-wife until

the coanselor determined that he was controlling his behavior.

Another was 'terminated-from therapy until he demonstrated

that he had not battered for two inonths. The first man is

stila in prison at the writing of this manual. The other two

complied with the stipulations and re-entered treatment with-

out further episodes of physical battering.

All clients who destroyed property or pets while in treat-

ment were confronted verbally and no further incidents occurred.

Recurrences of psychological battering were confronted verbally.

As noted earlktr, 'Clients have been slower in stopping the

Isychological battering. Even though the strategies for res-

ponding to relapses'varied, the message was the same for all --

stop the battering.

Termination and Follow-Up Counsering

Progress in counseling is measured by the behaviorial

changes of the client. More specifically, it is measured by

the man's ability and willingness to use constructive alterna-

tives to battering when he responds to stress. When the man,

the victim (if the couple is,still in an intimaite relationship),

the group members, and the counselors are all confident that

the battering will not recur, then termination is appropriat

93
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6

in most cases, this takes approximately a'year.
.

When a client is terminated, if,he and his spouse choose

to continue a relationship, they should be referred for

couples therapy with a counselor who has an understanding of

battering. These couplesoften still have problems in

communicating with each-other and they usually need some

assistance in rebuilding trust. It is important to note that

the goal of therapy at this stage has changed from stopping

the battering (already accomplished) to improving personal

relationships. Couples counseling should reinforce the

concept that each individual is responsible foreis/her own

behavior. Typical issues of concern for these couples are

. sexual functioning, paxenting skills, financial idsues,

intimacy.and trust.

Whenever possible, follow-up contact shOuld be built into

the termination. The men and women are told to recontact theC,

piogram if dither feels that there is'a risk of another vio-

lent incident or if a battering episode occurs. It is helpful

for purposes of program evaluation for the counselor to contact

the couple a year after termination and make systematic kiiquiry

about battering as well as their reactions,to the counseling

program. Those evaluations should be individual interviews.

Cultural and Ethnic Variables

Men whb batter come from-all ethnic and racial groups.

Sometimes a client (or counselor) may attempt to deny the

battering by justifying it in terms of his racial or ethnic

10,1
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group ("I'm just a hopblooded Italian!" or,"Mexicans are'

like that..." or "It's part of our c, ulture"). While there

are some differences in de way a particular group' may talk

or not'talk about batteringthere islittle variation in

how battering is done and in how i affects the victims and

offenders.- Consequently, rega'rdless of the cultural or

ethnic group, the goal in counseling remains the same.

However, as in any counseling, therapists for men who

batter need-to be sensitive to the cultural and ethnic yari-

ables which influence the treatment process. The counselor

needs to understand the cultural uniqueness of a client, as

well as the cultural similaritieS he may share'wig other

groups. The counselor needs ty be aware that strategies and

resources for change vary according to racial groups. For

example, in an earliei section, I mentioned_an intervention

which involved the extended 1family of a Native American man.

The same strategy may not have been successful with a white

man due to differences in family values. While a review of

the varivus strategies and resodkces for counseling men from

diffe'rent cultures is beyond the scope of this manual, I en-

courage therapists to be aware that there are such variables.

Moreover, it is important to utilize cultural values and re-

sources in assiSting clients to change their violent behavior.

ReligOus Isgues

Some men who batter talk about religious issues dur-

ing therapy. Their childhood pnd/or adult experiences

10i
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in a religious group may result in their expressing-feelingsl

and concerns in religioutiterms. When theSe cohcerns are
,

expressed, they need to be addressed by the therapist with

sensitivity. They should not be discounted or ignored.

The b4tterer may talk about religious concernsas a means

to minimize or justify.his abusive behavior. The man may

1

suggest that the Bible gives him the right to dominate his

wife and children. rf these concerns are not addressed

directly in terms.of his values and belief system, they can

become road blocks to his progress in therapy. Likewise,

it is important to note that a man's religious beliefs can

also be a valuable resource to him in supporting his therapy

process. Prayer, and the support ofilmWis clergy apd congre-

.,.

gation for him to stop the violence and stay in therapy,

can be the key to change.

'AGENCY AND STAFF ISSUES

Implementing counseling programs for men who batter

directly impacts the agencies and staffs involyed. In

order to ensure that programs can meet the multiple needs

of clients and their families, two crucial issues must be

addresSed: (1) coordination and communication among the

agencies involved in the community response to.,battering

and (2) prevent.ion of burnout among,_staff.
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Coordinated Communication -J

This:manual is written for those who are Counseling den

who batter. Throughout these pages there are references that

suggest that a community response to battering involves more

than counseling programs .for men. -It also involves all the

otsher systems that resporld to the batterers and victims of

abuse:. legal, law enforcement, medical, religiods, education-

welfare, and sheltei- systems. Each commhnity has its'own

combination of agencies that work with family violence prob-
P

lems. It is important that counseling programs for men who
r

batter cpordinate and communicate with thlese agencies in order

to share resources and avoid duplication. The statistics on

family violence clearly indicate that battering is a major

medical and mental health problemin this country. Only

through a cooperative effort can it be eliminated.

In particular, it is crucial.that counseling programs

,fpr men who batter be coordinated with services for women and

children. The treatment philosophies and approaches used in

one program affect other programs. Programs foqr men who

batter should not be implemented unless there is a shelter

or safe home_system already in place in the community for

victims of spouse abuse. The safety of the victfms and chil-

dren must take priority. Moreove4 effective therapy cannot

be done with men if their therapists are continually worried

about the victim and the children. ThiS anxiety about victims

can only be reduced when the counselors knowfthat the victim

tas a place in the Community where she can be safe. COordina-
. -t
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tion and cooperation among these agencies requires commitment

and energy from all involved.. The problems associated with

battering are larger than any one agency. Communication and

cooperation are necessary for the survival of these programs.

Prevention of Burnout Among Staff-

Burnout can best be prevented by understanding how work-

ing with men who batter impacts us as counselors and by

developing effective coping skills to deal with that impact.

The most common emotional'response among counselors to this

work is anxiety (sometimes experienced as anger). We are

anxious that a client may be killed; we are anxious that we

may become the victim of the violence; we are anxious about

our competency as-counselors; and sometimes we become anxious

about teing legally sue& or in some way being publicly repri-

manded for counseling these men. When we are anxious, our

effectiveness decreases; ahd if the anxiety is chronic, it

can lead to burnout.

To reduce anxiety about these issues, we have to develop

realistic expectations of ourselves and others, and we should

take certain steps to'care.for ourselves in the prOcess of

this work. First, it is realistic to expect that in any

program responding to battering, there will be a death of a

client at some time. Prior to this happening, the possibility

should be.discussed. When it happens, the counselors involved

need to discuss further their feelings in order to integrate

the experience constructively.
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Second, it is realistic to expect that we as counselors

may also-be attacked by clients. In working with batterers,

it is less iikeiy that this will occur than in working with

the victims. In my counseling with men who batter, I have

never, been physicallY attacked. This is probably due to the

wayithe counseling, is structured. I am aware that there have

been a few incidents where those working with victims (law-v

yers, counselors, etc.-) have been,attacked by their violent

spouses, but not as often as one might expedt given the

families' violent histories. Although not ptobable$ the-

possibility of harm from battering clients remains:. To

reduce anxiety about this, it is helpful to take precautioAs,

such as not seeing these clients unless other staff are

available in the area, etc.

Third, sometimes we as counselors fear a malpractice

suit in dases where'there has been a homididg or suicide.

This fear can either lead Us not to wOrk with men.9ho batter

or it can lead us to take realistic and reasonable precautkioni

by keeping accurate records of our counseling and, in the

case of professionals, by having malpractice insurance.
9

Fourth, in addition to possible pubiic reprimands of

counseling, "often have internal fears about being incom-

petent. The Men themselves are complicated and challenging

clients. Moreover, counseling with men who batter is still a

relatively new field. Therefore, we may leave many sessions

feeling incomtetent. Ongoing'education and support from

1.0.3

uw1,

V.
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others is crucial in our developing new competencies and our

havinq a reality check.on.our already existing skills.

.
/

In addition to those strdtegies for dealing:with anxiety
,

0
?-

listed above, At is also important th t a counselor has a
,

0-
'

f
realistic assessment of family violen e and the role she or

he can play in eliminating it. Worki with battering families

is demanding end emotionally draining. It is helpful for us
1

to know our own limits and take responsi 'lity for'setting

those limits before our energy is totally depleted. The

need is greater than the available resoprces at this point,

so priorities have to be.set. For counseling programs, this

translates int6 maintaining waiting lists, cooperatively

*
using the resource& of already.existing pr6grams, etc. For

the indivi6al counselor, it may mean setting a quota on how

much of his or her direct service work will be With violent

families. We must know our limits and use them as guides to

ensure that our counseling remains effective. Just a's we

teach the Ten to care for themselvei in constructive ways,
01.

in doing this work we all must care for ourselves by setting

limits, having-skillsit6 reduce anxiety, and by developing

a support system which renews our efforts.
,

In closing this manual, I chose to address e IA issue of

burnout. Our understanding of battering and our skills in
A'^

changing it are growing, but they can be furthered by in-

sights from counselors whose 'experiences span ten, twenby,
. .

and thirty-year histories. To acquird such a history, coun-

selors need to prevent their own burnout. 'In addition, we

2:7
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need to prevent.b6rnodt becuse there are already too many
_

-

victims of'family Violence. Through active cooperation, we
"

,

,

can prevent o* becoming th4 "turnout" vlctims ofi family \rio-
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lence and we can better serve those seeking our assistance.
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NOTES

Section

1.1 Ottiers in tile domestic violence field would not necestar-
..ily make this same distinction between psychologidal .

battering *and emotional abusg. Some would consider both
categories of behadiors as battering.

2. One exceptio, n is the case of the Coman whose partner had
,

never physically attacked her. However, throughout theit
marriage she was fully aware that he had shOt his pr-
vious isTife during a family argument. When the psycho-
logical abuse of her began, that knowledge of his past
violence'se'ved the same function as an actual attack on
her. Conseq ently, in such a casech would label,his
verbal abuse f her as psychological battering.

%.
\ ,

3. Sometimes the batterircg of serents bcegins whem the child-

)
rgn become teenagers and strong enough to use force tp .
retaliate for the.child abuse they experienced. Some-
times the battering of older.adults occurs' when middle-
aged children assume a more primaty captaking role with
older adult parents 'who are exPeriencing mental and/or
physical disabilities. .

, A. Space'ds Rot allow a review of the,major theoretical
positions. A detailed review and critlque of the theo-
retical views of aggression can be found in Bamdura,
Albert. Aggression: A Social Learning.Analysii, EnW-
wood: PrenXice,Hall,,Inc. 1973.
.

.
.

. . 1.,

5. Not all violence is learhed behaaior. tome violence M4
be symptomatic of a neurological disease'process or psy=
chosis. For'example, ill the final'stages of Huntington's
ChOrea, getients_May 11cle violent as the nervous:system de-
generates. This type of violence dam be distinguished
from battering. Typically, this.violence ks random.
There is no,particular'pattern in either when it occurs
or Who is struck. In,such cases, the nursing personnel
become as likely a,target as family Mbmbers. Also, 'with
diseases, there are other neutological symptoms such as
distortions in motor doordihation 4nd*Changes in speech.
In the,cases of psychosis, violende often fits a delu-.

0 tional system, e.g. the man who becomes violegt when "the
devir unleashes the forces of the C.I.A. on him." violence
stemmihg from a disease or psychosis requires different
interventions than those 'described in the counseling sec-
tion of this manual.

-101-
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6. In a small researdh sample', Dr. Lance Harrit and I found

that about 70 percent of these men had that experience.

This arousal pattern shoulenot be confuted with Lenore

.
Walker'stcycle theory of"violence.

JB. The exception to this generalization is that there is some

evidence that cert*n drugs, such as speed and supposedly

angel dust, do trigger violent behavior. Most other

drugs do not specifically cause violence.

Section III

9. Early in my wcrk, I did all intake interviews of couples

seeking marital therapy by seeing thetwo people in one

j,oint session. Now the routine intake consists of time

spent with each individual And,some time with the two

together. Thisroutine procedd'ke has increased the

frequency of reports of battering.

10. Even if the children are not physically or sexually

'assaulted, children of wife beaters are emo 'onally

.affected by the batterin4. When.possible, his emotional

abuse of dhildren needs to Wassessed and appropriate

referrals made for the children. Often, i'ointing out

the impact of the wife battering on the children can

further emphasize the necessity for the batterer to

stop his violent behavior..
0.' b

11. See Lenor4 Walker's The,Battered Woman for a discussion

of Walker't cycle theory of violence.
,

12. Those not familiar with-procedures in mental status

examinations thouidteek additional readingt/resources
.

13: See Appendix B and the Annotated Reference/Resource List

(Appendix A) for articles discussing more fully the appro-
priate.responset to womeri who are battered.

14. As in the case of the mental status exam, 'it is beyond

the scope of.this manual to teach procedures for the .

----initial assesment.of brain damage.Tbege unfamiliar with

these procedures shOuld-acquIrl-some_acaditional training

,on this topic.

Section V

15. Treatment .of choice was and still is group counseling.

Howevert-due-to_my_schedule_Conflicts, T could not offer

groupg,and, consequently, counselin4 wag-Offered-in--

individual sessions.
^
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16. His physical activity should not resemble in any'way his
battering behavior (no punching.bags, no beating pillows,
etc.) The intent here is for him to relax himeelf phy-
sically without using battering-like behaviors. The
reduction of tension reinforces whatever activity he
uses to become relaxed. It is better to have non-
battering behaviors reinforced so that in the futi.E.-: nt.
will be more likely when tense to engage in thase
violent activities rather than battering ones.

17. In working with the victims, a complementary timeltit pro-:

cedure may be taught. The woman din be taught to take
a time-out when she feels afraid of being battered. In

this way she protects herself. The goal of his Eime-out
is to prevent his battering; the cue is his anger, and
hi-s -action should-be to leave. The goal of her time-out
is to protect herself; the cue is her fear, and-her action
should be to leave.

Section VI

18. Temporary or permanent separation from the offender may
be the appropriate strategy for the victim's protection.
However, I do not feel it is an appropriate strategy
for motivating the.Offender.

11 0



Appendix A

ANNOTATED REFERENCE/RESOURCE LIST

BATTERING:

Hilberman, Elaine. "Overview: The 'Wife-Beater's Wife'
Redonsidered." American Journal of Psychiatry, 173: 11
(November, 1980).

Martin, Del. Battered Wives. San Francisco: Glide Pub-
lications, 1976.,

Good overview of problem; especially good ch.apter
on legal issues involved; clarifies some of the
complexities that facecommunities trying to stop
such violence. For therapists as well as general
reading.

'Walker, Lenore E. The Battered Woman. New York: Bayne
and Row Publishers, Inc., 1979:

7z.

This book is based on a three-year research study
and clincial practice of a psychologist. Attempts
to give a psychological profile of the battered wo-
man. The description of the batteirers is largely
from reports of their victims. For therapists, as
well as 'general reading.

"Battered Woman - A Hidden erime." Audio-slide show
available on request from Battered Women's Programs,
Department of Corrections, Metrosquare Building, Suite
430, 7th and Robert Streets, St. Paul, Minnesota, 55101.

AGGRESSION AND ANGER:

Bandura, Albert. Aggression: A Social Learning Analysis.
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973.

Excellent review of various theoretical understand-
gs--ofaggrcssion as well as a good review of

current research in the area. Good for,therapists
who want to develop interventions well-grounded in
a theoretical understanding of aggression. For
therapists.

_

Navaco, Raymond. Anger Control. Lexingt-oniLexington----
Books, 1975.

Navaco discusses the development and evaluation of

-105-
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0.

-an experimental treatment which utilizes cognitive
restructuring procedures. For therapists.

ASSERTIVE SKILLS:

Lange, Arthur and PatricidJakubowski. RespOnsible

Assertive Behavior. Champaign: Research Press, 1976.
...-

Good book for trainers of assertive skills as well

as cognitive restructuring procedures. For thera-

pists,

Bloom, Lynn, Karen Coburn and JoanwPearlman. The New

Assertive Woman. New York: Dell 1Dublishing Co., Inc.,

1975.

Excellent book for therapists and those wanting to
learn assertive skills for themselves. Best of the
self-help books-for bath men and women; covers many
issues that battering men must address.

FAMILIES:

Patterson, Gerald R. Families Application of-Social
Learning to Family Life; Champaign:- Research Press,

1977. (

A basic book that clearly describes conflict resolu-
tion and discipline techniques for family use that

would be alternatives to aggression. For therapists
and general audiences.

RELIGIOUS ISSUES:

Fortune, Rev. Marie and Denise HorMann. Family Violence:

A Workshop Manual for Clergy and Other Service Providers,
1980.

SEXUALITY:

Barbach, Lonnie Garfield. For Yourself: The Fulfillment

of Female Sexuality. New York: Signet Book, 1975.

Excellent and very readable book for anyone wishing

-----to-understand-female_56xuality.

Zilbergeld, Bernie. Male Sexuality. Boston: Little,

Brown, and Company, 1978.

112
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Excellent dnd very readable book for anyone*wishing -

to understand male sexuality. Has good chapters
that relate.Masculinity issues with sexuality.

COGNITIVE RESTRUCTURING: .

Forey, John P. and Diana Rathjen, eds, Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy. New York: Plenum Press, 1978.

Meichenbaum, Donald. Cognitive Behavior Modification.
New York: PlenuM Press, 1979.

a
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Appendix B

PRACTICE PRINCIPLES FOR HELPING BATTERED WOMEN/VICTIMS
OF SPOUSE ABUSE

by

Carol Richards
.Washington State Shelter Network
r063 S. Capitol Way, #217
Olympia, Washington 98501

Denise Horman, MSW
ow. AWARE

Juneau, Alaska

Research has demonstrated the epidemic nature of spouse abuse

in the United States:

"A Survey of Spousal Violence Agai
(July 1979) found that 21%, or ove
Women in that State reported being
one incident of physical violence;
ported an incident Within the last-

st Women in Kentucky"
169,000 married
ictims of at least

1 in 10 of them re-
year.

A nationwide survey of the'extent of spouse abuse indi-
cates that 1.8 million wives are beaten by their hUsbands,

each year. The author of the,survey, Murray Straus,

stated ,that the true rate of violence is probably closer
-fö '50=60% of all couples, rather than the 28% whd are
willing to describe the violent acts in a mass interview

survey.

The U. S. Department of Justice reports that the possi-

bility of an actual attack and the likelihood of sustain-
ing injury because.of an attack increases with the level

of intimacy within:the victim-offender relationship.* .

* U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, A Survey of Spousal Violence Against Wqmen

in Kentucky-r-1979,-- 1.

Murray A. Straus, "Wife Beating: How common and Why?",

Victimology: An Inteblationai Journa1,4Vol. 2, 1977-78,
No. 3-4, pp. 443-458.

U. S. Department of Justice,'"Intimate Victims: A Study of
Violence Among Friends and Relatives," January 1980, p. 13.

The above are quoted as cited in Family Violence: A Work-
shop Manual for Rural Communities, Rev. Marie Fortune and
'Denise Hormann, MSW, authors.
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The victims/survivors,of spouse abuse often seek shelter and/

or counseling. This article is for the people to whom the

,women turn for help.

ASSUMPTIONS/VALUES-OF THE HELPER N.
We must be aware of our own attitudes, values and experi-

ences with violence, particularly violence in the family, be-

fore we try to be of help to battered women. Our histories

will influence how we react to the violence \lhen we listen to

battered women.\For example, if we react with fear, the

battered women may interpret thiS as inability to help her

, and her family, and her Own sense of helplessness could be

affirmed. Battered women need our support and We have to

face our own assumptions/values/experiences about flmily

violence in order to effectively provide that support.

The authors believe the following assumptions/values are

important4for consideration by helpers:

1. Violence and abuse are never aPpropriate in intimate and/

or family relationships.

The victim does not "deserve" or enjoy the abuse. Bat-

1-ng-does-not golve-problems-for-the-abuser as kt al Lima ely--

creates.more problems in the relationship. Violence may tempo-

rarily serve to camouflage existing problems while it Creates

emotional distance in the relationships.

2. Battering is a social problem and it is learned behavior.

The abuser and the victim are neither "sick" or crazy.

A helper needs to assume that the battered or abused woman
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is pOtentiaTly-h-eatifiy- -and-able-to. take_ care of herself and
_

_

her family. Assert to both victim and abuser that,the vio-

lence is the responsibility of the abuser. He must learn to

change his behavior - it is not her fault that he is violent.

She can only change her behavior*d cannot cause or eliminate

his violence.

3. The helper must be-committed to work toward'ending the

violent aspect of the Telationship.

The individuals and the relationship cannot be healthy

if the violence continue,s. Good communication and problem-

solvihg cannot develop in a violent relationship. Violence

cannot be ignored, or condoned, or tolerated while other,

"family" problems are treated or explored.If communication,

trust, and mutual nurtiirance_are to be developed, safety for

the victim mustsfirst be achieved. -

4. The battered woman needs support and information to Make

her own choices:

The helper cannot assume responsibikity for the outcome.

Helpers who judge the woman, invest themselves in a "success-

ful" outcome of her ending the relationshind4eir !_rPscue"

the woman, will increase her sense of guilt and unworthiness.

$1.1e may not return to the helper the next time she is ready

to explore changing the situation.

AT THE i'IME OF CRISIS

When a battered wiman seeks help, she needs someone to

, listen to her and to believe her. The following concerns need

116
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.

to be addressed when the woman fitpt comes for help. Assess

the- aMount. the kind-of violence, and the extent of the danger

that the victim faces. Always take the reported violence

,

seriously. Both the-victim and the abuser are very likely to

minimize or deny the violence. (This is even more pronounced

in the longer and/or more violent relationships.) Do not antic-

ipate the victim to exaggerate or lie about -the violence.

She is more typically ashamed of it and may even appear "numb"

to the violence and pain she endures. Battered women often

falsely believe they deberve the Abuse and do not deserve

help. Assert her value as a human being who deserves not to

be beaten. Help her get a realistic picture of the danger,

letting her know how,to find shelter or safety when she needs

it. Repeat the information about how to get safe-until you

ate sure she understands it, perhaps_asking her to tell you

the name and number of the crisis service. Let her know that

you and others will help her)but that ther.e.are no quick,

easy answers. Do not demand instant decisOn-MAking or con-

tribute to unrealistic expect'ations. Encourage her-to iden-

t-ify her-fears-fn-seeking-your-help, su-dh as a-fear MTE-The

abuser might find out where she is .or a fear that no.one will

,believe her. Clariky that you will remain, confidential and

ill -not contact the abuser. She may also fear that you Will

tryNt6 tell her what to do, for example, leave her husband/lover,

o jr udg that person. Let her know that you believe her story

and care wha happens to her, without blaMing her or the

.abuser.
4



Allow her to tell her story in her own way. Believe 'her.

Do not interrunt or pr.e.ure hPr t;r% hagin

The history of the relationship contains valuable information,

and in order to make changes, she will need to understand her-
,

self,and her situation. She needs to recall, in detail, the

extent of the violence, how she feels about it physically and

emotionally, and how others- react to the knowledge of it.

Problems in her own behavior, such as her owm,use of violence,

may emerge. Help her sort these out from the problems and

behaviors of her spouse, children, and others.

Help her identify her feelings during and after the
_

storytelling. This may be difficult for her since a coMmon
-

coping mechanism for battered women.is the kind of numbness

or helplessness that may camouflage anger and other strong

emotions she was unable to handle while she lived in fear.

Do not deny any of her feelingg, such as anger at men or the

abuser or feelings of love for the abuser. Help her express

and label all feelings. Be prepared for ambivalent or fluc-

--tuating feel-ings-ag different-A-spects of the relatton_ship,

the violent incidents, or the abuser's behavior are recalled.

DIFFUSINd THE CRISIS'

The impact on the victim caused by violence in the family

lessens as the woman Zooks at her experience and begins to

focus on her strengths. Identify how violence has changed or

affected her behavior. Women with children often begin this

process by talking about the effect of the violence on their
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children. Harm to the children is'often a battered woman',s mo-
,

tivation for seeking,help. 'Continue this process until she

identifiet the clays in which she has adapted to the violence

and has tried to.protect herself or "prevent"the violence.

Identify the beh4aviors and substances, such as tranquilizers,

alcohol, or other drugs which may be in us'd to help cover

the pain. .Clarify that she did not "provoke" or cause his

behavior. She may have conttibuted to his stress, but he

is capable of exPressing anger in other ways than violence.

He has a choice, and so'does she.

Self-esteem,self=bare'and selfmnurturance_arehecessary

for the transition from a victim posture to an empowered

woman. Help* her identify her strengths as well as her weak-

nesses. Encourage her to state some Positive rolis for her

life, self, and children. Do not encourage a4constant focus

on her victimization. Clarify her need to change as more

than a reaction to the abuser. Help her find activ4ties ahd

methods of making herself feel good and stress that thiS is

essential to her well-being. Women ire not socializeAo

this so it may be slow to develop. Be aware of the ethnic

and cultural values in this thange process, and encourage her

to express thete values as a source of self-esteem. Religious

beliefs may also be a source of strength during this.time.

SURVIVING 4

Victims of spouse abuse need tools, to identify and solve

problems and to get help from the varicius systems. In addi-



tion, they need support from a group of battered women or from

rhers who share some of their same experiences.

Problem solving begins with a response to, or a recheck

of, the woman's safety. Once heesafety is ensured, develop

a list of problems, establishing small steps'to achieve each
. f

4
one. The battered woman must learn'and perform every step of

'this process herself. Helpers,can crarify and support, but

must resist the urge to call for the woman or do too much

for her. Many times it seems faster and easier for the helper

to get something done, but then the infOrmation and skills

r e-n-or-t-ra-n-sferre-d-to-the-v-i-crimjsurv

4

It Is helpful to fdentffy the outcome, reward, or natural

consequence of each step's achievement. For many victims of

battering, a sense of logical consequences has.been destroyed

by senseless violence foi which an "unreasonable reason" has

been giVen. Help her identify her expectations in each situa-
,..

tion and relationship to strengthen her confidence in'her own'

perceptions and knowledge. These.have"often been undermined,

by the abuser.

Advocacy with systems such as weleare, police, cou rts,

schools., and medical agencies is also needed by many women in

crisis or transition-from violence. Again, as with problem

solving, the goal is to teach the method of getting help.

Suggest a consumer approach to social services, giving the

woman the information about how to find xesource s, how to

learn what is offered and with what requirements and limitaL

tions, and how to receive this service with a minimum of

120
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a

problems. Advocacy can involve a volunteer or another former-

ly battered woman abcompaWying her to appointments, to eiouide

emotional gupgort and/or a model of-how to get help. Many

serviges and

needs. When

important to

systems in our society do not respond to Womenis

an uhjust barrier has been identified, it is

discuss this xeality and,try to develop/appropri-

ate action to overcome or change it.
.

Support of other,women, especially battered or once-

INP
battered wdmen, ts essential to the ,understanding and growth

\
from victim to empowered woman.- Without.this 6onnection it

*

-----i-s-easy___for_the woman to remaingsomewhat isolated and to con-e
.

-----,- .

tinue to feel guilt for "her" problem. Family and frlends

may be supportive or may be obstacles to change.. Families

often are themselves, overwhelmed and frightened by the threats

and history of violence.

whom she shares a common

fdlly explore all of-her

In a group of unrelated people with

experience,, the battered woman can

concerns.

TRANSITIONALIIIEEDS

Keep the door open. Let her know that whAver she does
4

or decides about her violent relationshik it is her*decision

and thatyal w91 not judge

ship or for trying again to

for her, and her safety, and

battered women return to the

her nr returning to the relation-

cope within it. Express,concern

the value you see in her. Many
0

violence a niimber of times before

they decide that no change is,.potsible and that they do
0 IY

want to live*with the violence.

12.1.

not
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.

. Fin0.1174 Clarify to yourself thriiughput your.helping
, , .

4 .
'',40 .A

relationship withsa battered woman that you are not fostering
,

4 ,

dependency on yourself as a rep1ácemep-er t4e abuser. Make
..,

sure that you do not take over,her'decision-making. .0.3et.the

personal support you need to help her face probleins aild.the

violence from respurces in your own life,'so you'do not contri-
,

bute to her customary burden iyf taking care'of everyone'else's.

feelings bt.tt her own..



PURPOSE:

ApPendix C

GROUP INFORMATION SHEET

-

The goal of the group is to provide an
opportunity for the members to end their
battering behavior by learning to manage
their anger and learning new constructive
ways of coping with the stresses in their

lives. Each member is responsible for his
battering behavior as well as for what he

-14

does in counseling.

'GROUP .

i"21-111,7gLINES:. 1. The group begins and ends on time. If,
,ou.are more than 10 minutes late do
4lot come singe this will interrupt the
grbup.

2. If you cannot attend, call the-,-leaders
at and leave a message.
Your absence should be explained to,
the gioup at the next meeting to maih-
tain group solidarity.

3. What occurs in group is confidential%
You can share with others only infor-
mation About yourself. Do not disclose-

.. any information about other group mem-
bers.

K.

0

4. Participation in the group involves
talking about oneself and hearing feed-
back from others as well as listening
to others and giving feedback. .This
information and feedback sharing'is
done to assist all group members in
being successful in achieving the
group goals.

5. where is no smoking, drugs, or alcohol
during group. Intoxicated or high.
individuals should not attend'groups.,

6. Bring a paper and pen/pencil, because ,

some group exercises require writing.

-119-
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PROCEDURE:
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A. Group begins with everyone introducing
themselves to each other. There may
be new people joining the group and.it
is important they be welcomed.

B. An outline is made on the blackboard
'listing what the leaders and members
want to work on in group and how much
group time each one wants. Group mem-

. bers are responsible for monitoring
the time.

Prepared by Warner Karshner and Anne Ganley
May 1981
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Established in 1972 as a feminist policy research
cehter, the Center for Women Policy Studies
works to educateboth the public and policymak-
ers about the need for change in t1-1,- legal, so-

cial, and economic status of women. In addition to its wOrk
related to women as victims of crime, projects of national
significance have included' a study of consumer credit for
women, a book series through Sage Publications on women's
policy studies, a study of female offenders, a study of on-the-
fob harassment, and research on programs and services for
midlife and older women. The Center for Women Policy stu-
dies is a nonprofit corporation organized in the District of
Columbia and tax exempt as a public foundation under sec-
tion 501-c-3 of the U.S. Tax Code.
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CIOS Training Workshop
The Participant's Manua/ is designed to accompany a workshop to train mental health
professionals to provide court-mundated counseling for men who batter. The .training
workshop and the Participant's Manual were developed primarily for mental health
practitioners who are coordinating or plan to coordinate their efforts with the criminal

justice system in their communities. The workshop,,however, can also be helpful to other human service
and criminal justice professionals working in the domestic violence field. Training can be arranged
.through the Center for Women Policy Studies.

The training workshop, which can accommodate up to thirty participants, is presented by two trainers
and includes both information-giving and skills-building sessions. The workshop addresses counseling for
batterers who are court-ordered into treatment, as well as those who aw self referred. The goals of the
training workshop are:

to increase the participant's knowledge of wife battering. counseling at,proaches for those who batter,
and the community's criminal justice response to battery;_
to increase the participant's willingness and commitment to provide counseling for men who batter,
and
to create a cooperative network among workshop participant., taich will provide them with additibnal
learning and support after the workshop adjourns.

,For furtber information on the. CWPS training program, contact the Center for WoMen Poliey Studies,
2000 P Street, NW, Suite 508, Washington, D.C. 20036, (202)872-1770.

CWPS Publications on Family Violence
\

.

legal Help for Battered Women, by Lisa G. Lerman. 1981, $1.50.
i Written for battered women and service providers, this pamphlet describes the legal remedies available

tc battered women in many states. Lerman briefly discusses civil remedies including protection orders,
porary restraining orders, peace bonds, and divorce, as well as the criminal prosecution of wife
terS.
osecution of Spouse Abuse: Innovations in Crimipal Justice Response, by Lisa G. Lerman. 1981,

$7 00.
is monograph, written for professionals working with the criminal justice system, is the only compre-

hensive survey of what prosecutors can do to handle domestic violence cases more effectively.
Prosecution of Spouse Abuse outlines,the primary obstacles to succeSsful prosecution of spouse abuse
cases and sets forth innovative policies which can lead to reduced case attrition rates, improved police
reronse,,increasedconviction rates, and effective rehabilitation of batterers. Lerman discusses the Use of

vicitirn assistance, diversion, and inforinal action in spouse abuse cases.
Wife Abuse in the Armed Forces, by Lois A. West, William M. Turner, and Elle-n bunwoody. 1981,

$10.00.
*Ile Abuse in the Armed Forces inveStigates the nature of spou.:e abuse in the military community and

explores the response of military officials and service providers to the problem. The authors outline the
larnily programs in each of the setricesand make recommendations for developing military spouseabuse
pr rams. The monograph includes a k,iisciission, of the legal remedies available to battered 'military
wivys.

acking the Corporation; Finding Ccrporate Funding for Family Violonce Programs, by Margaret
Dunirkle. 1 1, $5.00.
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Cracking die Corporation, a guide to corporate fundraising for family violence programs, includes tips
on finding corporate funding, a list of publiCations on corporate giving, a list of the Foundation Center's
nationwide network of reference collections available for public use, and an article or. seeking corporate
funoing for wOmen's educational equity.
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